
 

Protect Seattle renters and small businesses – 
extend the eviction moratorium through 2021! 

 
Dec. 14, 2020 
 
Seattle Mayor Jenny Durkan: 
 
We, the undersigned, demand that you immediately extend through the end of 2021 the current renter, small business, and non-
profit eviction moratorium protections, which otherwise will expire at the end of this month. 
 
Tens of millions of working people across the country have lost their jobs or lost income since the pandemic struck in March. Some 
530,000 Seattle/King County residents have filed for unemployment since March. Struggling small business owners have had to close 
their doors, with inadequate government support.  
 
Even before the pandemic, 78 percent of American workers were living paycheck-to-paycheck, and nearly 75 percent reported being 
in debt. 
 
As a result of COVID and the economic recession, more than 30 million Americans – including at least 650,000 Washingtonians – are 
at risk of eviction once current emergency measures expire at the end of December.  
 
Working people face a tsunami of evictions, foreclosures, and bankruptcies once the emergency declarations expire.  
 
We demand you support working people and struggling small businesses by:  
 

• Extending the current Seattle moratorium for at least 12 months, through the end of 2021. 

• Banning all penalties and late fees. 

• Waiving payments to City-owned utilities, so that people don’t go without heat and electricity this winter. 



• Requiring that residential landlords offer renters the opportunity to extend expiring leases until at least three months after 
the end date of the emergency declaration. 

• Cancelling rent and mortgage payments for those who have lost income due to COVID. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
 

First name Last name Organization In your own words, explain why these protections must be extended: 

Elizabeth Mullin 
Renter in great 
need 

My partner and I both lost our jobs due to covid-19. Our fields of work are not coming back for 
the foreseeable future. We have two children. We are $6,780 behind in rent. Jan 1st we will 
be $8,980. We will not be able to pay this. Homeless in January, with children, during a global 
pandemic is not something we ever thought would happen. We have applied to 21 different 
organizations for help. No one can. Please help not turning families out on the street during 
the worst of this pandemic. 

Kenneth Doutt   Everyone is struggling to have a place to live right now and with so many without an income it 
is unconscionable that people would be evicted from their homes 

Chelsea  Vuchinich    

This pandemic is another global event that is disproportionately harming the poor the elderly 
and the most vulnerable among us. If we do not act decisively and with strength, people lives 
will be ruined. Many will die. A global pandemic is not the time to make millions of people 
homeless. Not that there is ever a good time. We need to provide funding or cancel rent. 
Lives and families health and safety ought to be the priority. They need to be more important 
than profits and ROI. Thank you.  

Evan Wiederspan   
I am a Seattle homeowner who rents out a portion of my home, and I support extending the 
rent moratorium. It is immoral for landlords to kick out renters during a pandemic for not being 
able to pay rent when so many are losing their jobs due to no fault of their own. 

Duncan Gibbs 
I'm a property 
owner and small 
landlord. 

Housing is an essential need, especially in a time like this. The city has a responsibility to our 
communities to provide the shelter of safety against the fallout from the pandemic and 
economic shut down. I advocate for rent support to keep both renters and landlords afloat.  

Ariel Burke    

I live in Capitol Hill. My building is half empty because tenants were going into debt with back 
rent and lack of compassion from our landlord Matt Bolin and the management company 
Cornell and Associates. These tenants paid on time before Covid. People should not be 
penalized or punished for loosing their jobs and should not become houseless. Housing is a 
right. Do the right thing and show some compassion and empathy to those who have been 
disproportionately hurt by this crisis.  



Mikaela Freundlich   My friend will end up in the street next month if you don’t extend it. He has been searching for 
a job since he graduated in May with no luck.  

Brian Bales   
I'm a single dad with two kids as a massage therapist and yoga teacher I've been unemployed 
for more than eight months! Please help! We have been under the threat of eviction for the 
last six months by our landlord even though they know they're not supposed to. 

Cara Diehl   We are in a crisis. We must protect renters, the working class, small landlords.  

Mike Stevens DESC 

The fact we don't have a rent moratorium -- and that there has been only a tepid effort on the 
part of city government to orchestrate one -- is disgusting. How can people afford a place to 
live if they've lost their employment, and/or if they're expected to shelter in place? Rent is 
hardly justifiable in terms of paying for occasional maintenance services or administrative 
costs. It's passive profit on the behalf of property management companies, and remedies 
need to be in place post-haste before droves more people find themselves on the street.  

Emily Eaton   
I'm supporting this because I don't want to see any more people lose housing in my 
community.  

Tyler Simpson DESC 
Without preventing evictions, tens of thousands of Seattle families will lose housing and 
stability, overwhelming already stressed social services to a level we've never seen before 
and causing countless deaths. The eviction moratorium during pandemic has been life saving. 

Matthew Wood     

Katherine Sears DESC 
I am a homeless service provider. Unless this moratorium is extended more people will be on 
the streets, including some of my at risk co-workers, with fewer resources, during a global 
pandemic, in the dead of winter, and lives will be lost. 

Eleanor Jones     

Shaun Callahan   
My fiancé is currently unemployed and I have to pay all of our rent. I have so many friends in 
the service industry that are barely able to feed themselves and pay rent... or are going into 
debt just to keep their homes.  

Florence Williams     

Aaron Shay   An economic calamity is awaiting us if we do not buoy the working/renting class. We must 
give workers and renters every resource that we can! 

Emanuela Kelly   This year has been super hard, I'm a contractor and I am unable to pay rent, bills, groceries or 
the upcoming taxes. I am drowning 

Alysha MacPhee     

Courtney Coffinberry      

Daniel Ojalvo   We have more empty apartments in Seattle than we have people without a place to live. Stop 
treating capitalism and capitalist policy like a religion that you have to follow. 



Mack McGee Seattle renter 
Everyone deserves safe housing, and while I would find eviction to be heinous during normal 
circumstances, I find it particularly distasteful during this pandemic which is extending into our 
winter. People will die if this is not stopped. 

Jess Gray   Because human rights 

Ace Houston Share The Cities   

Nick Jones 
Socialist 
Alternative 

Weakening of renters protections during this pandemic will make the current dire crisis of 
housing and homelessness seem rosy. If you believe human life has value, you must fight 
against this attack from corporate landlords. Families must be protected, not thrown into the 
street in the name of corporate profits. The prospect of so many lives being thrown under the 
bus to protect rich real estate brokers like Trump makes me sick.  

Eleni Petrou     

Danica Reinicke     

reed Brier     

Matthew Crane UAW 4121   

Charyn Pfeuffer     

Evan Mosher Mt Baker Artspace   

Kimberly Percifield     

Josh Pehrson     

Selene Russo     

Lexi Haack     

David Fooden     

Drea Zeuge     

Ricki Lieu     

Gregory Lotze     

Ray Lou     

Francesca McDaniel   
If we are mandating people staying home (which we should to ensure safety) we must make it 
feasible and safe to do so for everyone, including cancelling rent and evictions and protecting 
small businesses 

Ray’Chell  Gilbert    Getting ready to have an newborn and be homeless  

Charles Smith     

H J Camet Jr     

Saralyn  Santos      

Tarrah Arthur     

Stephanie Cambier     



Alena Huynh     

Siamak Vossoughi     

Abraham Frank     

Nancy Woo     

Lorraine Hartmann Please Select   

Sam Edwards     

Hailey Karcher UAW 4121   

Jessica Holmes     

Timothy Ritchie   
I am working my ass off while my roommates have all lost their jobs due to COVID and we 
CAN'T LAST LIKE THIS! WE NEED HELP! I AM OVER 7K IN DEBT TO MY LANDLORD! MY 
ELECTRICITY BILLS ARE OVER 2K!!! WE NEED HELP! 

katie thomsen     

Sachiko  Wisner Miller Community   

Nikole Gramm     

Kerri O'Loughlin     

Stephen Grose   This pandemic will effect our community until the end of 2021 in the best case scenario with 
vaccinations. We need extended UI benefits and rent and mortgage cancellation.  

Amanda Rowe Capitol Hill We are still in an emergency 

Tyler Bechstein   The government is here to protect the community. It's time for it to do that. 

Danish Aziz     

Hashim Hashi     

Noah Hanson     

Sally Martine Please Select 

The number of unhoused Americans is set to increase dramatically on December 31 – up to 
19 million Americans face displacement with the expiration of the nationwide ban on evictions. 
Many of our fellow Americans are waiting in hours-long food lines, many for their first time 
ever. The number of children who don’t have enough to eat has soared since the onset of 
COVID-19. Businesses are being shuttered. Millions have lost their jobs, as well as the health 
care that’s tied to their paycheck. Out of work, out of shelter, out of food, and out of health 
care in the middle of a pandemic—all while billionaires profit. Is this what we mean by “richest 
country in the world?” 

Martin Fried-Lee     

Christopher Williams   
Where are these evicted people going to go? This isn't their fault, dont be an asshole about 
this.  

Todd Tollefson     

Arun Ganti     



John Lindsey     

Jean Nichols     

Lincoln  Sherwood     

Max DeNise     

Karen McAdams   We need this til vaccinations are performed  

Danielle Dimalanta-Kim     

Kaitlyn Rennie     

Kristin Rivas     

Tanner Homewood    Cause I'm homeless right now and it fucking sucks  

Katie Comboy     

Josh Sandoz     

Kyl Ledbetter     

JANET MUAI   I am someone who is currently not working due to covid and behind on all my bills including 
rent like the millions of other people in the same situation as me 

Troy Yelland      

Susanna Waldrop     

Patricia Goodwin     

Stephen Grant     

Andrea Fullerton     

Jason Brown     

Charles Orth   I am almost a full month behind on my rent and utilities and I’m having trouble catching up 

Lindsey Gard     

Tavia Colvig     

August Hackett   Humans deserve homes, period. 

Mehaboob Shaik     

Victoria Shubert     

Alec Forsyth     

Jeanny  Jackson  Nne 
Am Struggling with rent with no help none not enough hours behide car payments to  it’s not 
easy right now  

Benjamin Powell     

Sue Moon Ms Sue A Moon 

Jamie Paul     

Nicholas Radford     

Bria Gomez Group    



Darrett Burr     

Thomas Neill     

Toby Stover     

Jennie Drazan     

Meia Glick     

Tyrone Pugh   These protections will save lives! This should be a no brainer in a civilized society.  

Michelle  Sullivan     

Sberry Wright   Alot of people can't their rent right now because of covid,  so we need an extension.  

Sneha Ravichandran 
kiddin around 
daycare  Cove it is going to last one more year and people deserve to have homes regardless  

Adelina Solis     

Gwen Nelson     

Dusty Baker   how the hell are we supposed to pay rent when we're all unemployed and we have zero 
financial assistance?? 

Daniel Gill   Because we are still all being heavily effected by rules, regulations, and laws made by people 
that are not struggling the same way we are. 

Ruby Mullen     

Mark Shinohara     

Nadra Fredj     

Shirlee Grund   have a heart. folks are in real trouble 

Kaitlyn Rennie     

Lindsey Boisvin     

Farooq Mohammed     

Dale Dieterle     

Lisa Lechner     

Carl Ostberg   There are real actual life and death crises that are going on. Adding additional burdens onto 
people to preserve the status quo for landlords and utilities is irresponsible and myopic.  

Cammie Hall     

Tane Kaymaz   
It is immoral and inhumane to evict people or burden them with insurmountable debt due to a 
pandemic without doing your job and taking care of ALL people through protections like the 
eviction moratorium and rent cancellation.  

Jared Howe 
Bethany United 
Church of Christ   



MICHELLE BROWN 
Spectrum 
Psychological 
Associates   

Davey Schmitt-Schrenker   COVID isn't going anywhere, people shouldn't have to 

Majikul Reed Yes There are many family’s going threw this cause of lost of jobs so I feel lke we should give 
family’s more time to find help for rent or to just get the money  

Brian Baltin     

Janelle Abbott     

Jaeda Hawkes     

Sean Case Seattle DSA   

Thomas Lux     

Tina Maestas     

Connor Sullivan     

Dave Schuldt   Without shelter people die.   

Richard Rosner     

Jordan Twaddle     

Blake Simpson College artist  Seattle already has an astronomical homelessness rate and this is one single step you could 
take to prevent that already sky high number from blasting off.  

Amanda Santaniello     

Zoe Walker     

Amanda Saxton   People deserve access to housing in the middle of a pandemic, especially at with the lack of 
employment opportunities and risk of health issues. 

Kristina Ridpath     

Kiana Hall     

Isabel Baughn     

Loni aalgaard     

Mary Henderson     

Haile Baehr-Gutierrez   
You committed war crimes on U.S. soil by giving the order for police to gas civilians, so, you 
kinda owe us. 

Melinda Rogers Dshs medical Becouse i am in need of them for me and my children now. 

Matthew Leingang     

Martina Vargas     

Valerie Bentivegna   COVID-19 is hitting the most vulnerable communities the most, and by putting these asks into 
place, you can better protect those who need it most! 



Rosemary Sult     

Alyson Novak     

Mike Greene 
Socialist 
Alternative 

There has been no relief for renters. Rich people like our landlords and Mayor Durkan live off 
of investments and are doing just fine, but most of us have been ruined by this pandemic. 
Cancel the rent or thousands of our neighbors will lose their houses! 

THOMAS BARNARD 
Seattle Cruise 
Control, Seattle 
DSA 

Given the incredible lack of further protections in any legislation being currently considered by 
Congress, this is a MUST. Please react like your life depends on it, because a lot of people's 
lives do. 

Luce Cousineau IATSE Local 488   

Hannah Ryan     

Shelby Hunter   

People are struggling to make ends meet, and the increased burden of being homeless 
shouldn't be added on when we are in the middle of a pandemic. 
Seattle and the surrounding area is a wonderful place but we need to do more to care for 
those who have been less fortunate in life. 

Phoebe Faulkner     

abigail sweeney   covid is getting worse again and i’ve lost my job for the second time this year due to covid. i 
need protection because i could possibly loose my apartment 

Erin Kleiss-Acres     

Laurette Culbert     

Nathan Henderson   

Look - no one has had time to get the money to pay rent.  If you couldn't pay in July, why 
would you be able to pay in December?  Things have only gotten worse.  You *have* to give 
people more time to pay or we're going to see thousands and thousands of evictions. 
 
Ideally you'd cancel rent entirely.  Make it illegal to evict people for nonpayment of rent from 
March to ~June of next year, all that.  But at *least* you have to give people more time to pay. 

Charlene Lauzon   
If we can afford to give money and tax breaks to the rich, then we can afford to help those in 
need. 

Charlie Best Jr. OPEIU Local 8 It’s the right thing to do! 

Misty Gerard Self I am a struggling mother of a nine year old boy and we live in low income housing.  

Marley Brody     

Charis Pouesi   Financial hardship during pandemic is getting out of hand. 

Mary Parker     

Nora Hammen     

Tristan Keck     



Brian Venable   

As much as I appreciate the burdens on landlords, a mass eviction during the pandemic & the 
destruction its left to our economy... at least another great recession, if not, depression, could 
cost many lives. I am disabled & have fallen behind on my rent due to COVID. I would not 
survive living on the street. That would definitely be my fate if the eviction moratorium were 
not extended for a long time more.  

Daniel  Stevens    Basically,  people need help and it wont hurt the  rich. 

Megan Hochstatter   
Too many people that I love are being displaced. Rent needs to be frozen while the economy 
stabilized.  

Jessica Swan     

Sarah O'Gorman     

Jacob Vail 
Pagan community 
temple  

This is not only a global pandemic, it is perhaps one of the most challenging times that 
America has faced. We have had wars, famine and natural disaster. More Americans are 
dying then those that died in Pearl Harbor every day. Washingtonians are losing their family 
members and friends, they’re watching their loved one slip past them with no hope of seeing 
them again. This stress is enough to put anyone into a depression.Let us not add to it, let us 
not make it harder on those families that live paycheck to paycheck. Extend the protection to 
show Washingtonians and the rest of the United States of America that we do not leave 
anyone behind. 

Alicia Dara     

Janaye Sanders     

Jonathan Rosenblum 
National Writers 
Union Renters need respite! 

Carter Fisk 
Carter Renee Hair 
Studio   

Gavin Futrelle     

Tyler Otto     

Alexander Mouton Seattle University 
We have a crises on our consciences related to people who are un-housed in Seattle --
extending the eviction moratorium through 2021 is the least we can preemptively do to 
prevent the growth of our un-housed population! 

Deborah Coito     

Mark Aldham     

Sarah Reid   The difference between an unhappy public and a mob is desperation. One more family could 
be the pebble that tips the scales.  

Adam Ziemkowski 
Socialist 
Alternative  

Renters should not have to pay the costs of the pandemic, corporate landlords and banks 
should.  

Dallas Mills     

Riley Werner     



Ben Blanding     

Emily Candela McLaughlin 
Cultivate South 
Park   

Dana Kahn     

caitlin kimura     

Emma Bartholomew   COVID-19 is still affecting people's ability to earn money to pay rent. 

  
 

 
Katie Adams     

Chloe Knox     

Marti McKenna     

Samantha Cassady     

Erika Carson     

Jake Miller   
I rent a house that is supposed to be filled with roomates. After the bridge closure and work 
closures there are only 2/6 roomates living here. I need help to survive living in my house 
without being tossed onto the streets  

Emily Roskey UAW4121   

Elizabeth Sykes     

  
 

 
Kirstin Best     

Duncan McAllister   stop evicting people period 

Lysne Torgerson     

JILLIAN ALLIBONE     

Victoria Liang     

Tyler Brown   This pandemic is ruining lives and we need some sort of protection  

William Farris   I am facing eviction if they are ended. 

MARY ADNER     

jesse roth     

Jordan Van Voast     

Heather Mcconnell   
Let the economy and the people have a fair chance to stabilize after the pandemic and, for a 
change, put the power back in the working peoples hands instead of the already wealthy 
landowners hands.  

Amber Serrano   

With so many people out of work and unemployment Max's out at 500 nobody can live on that 
let alone pay rent and bills. Show me a place that a family of four can live in that is less then 
1800. And how are we supposed to pay that on that amount of money? We are out of work by 
no choice. Im a waitress and we are struggling big time. 



jay steele     

Ana Aspacio     

Justin Jennings     

Amber Mcgarvey     

Lamis Crager     

Beth Lukas   

There will be no way to rectify the damage done once people have been made homeless and 
vulnerable to COVID. Banks will absolutely show no mercy unless forced to by the 
government. Release the pressure valve for mortgage holders of all kinds- personal homes, 
rental property businesses, and commercial property. Once they’re in foreclosure, it’s too late.  

Kait Heacock     

Mara Willaford     

Elizabeth Leong     

Juan Mora Ayuda  I no have working  

Laurie Armstrong   

Many are suffering, please show some humanity until the economy recovers and schools 
return. Many caregivers, single parents, regular middle to low income parents, minorities, and 
more are direly struggling. They’ve had some unemployment, if lucky, and one stimulus check 
to make up for 8-10+ months with no, or very low income with initiation of sickness, pandemic, 
and subsequent lockdowns. Almost no income this whole time for single parents. There will 
be chaos and disaster, economical and humanitarian, both in colossal proportions, if you do 
not provide direct aid, and extension for eviction bans and utility shut offs in Seattle. Some 
people are suffering long term medical problems in Seattle from pneumonia, covid, 
disabilities, and tear gas exposure. If we kept the pandemic under control, many more would 
be working and would not need these provisions. They now need this aid and this help in 
policy to survive. Please provide this aid and please provide  eviction ban extension (and ban 
on foreclosures) until the vaccine is distributed and economy recovers, before many more die. 
Please explore the Governor and other state leaders to do something now, much more help to 
Washingtonians, before it’s too late. After Jan 1st is too late. Rent, bills, evictions are due.  

Mia Shaughnessy     

Jacob Cross     

Logan Maltese   

I’m struggling to pay my rent and utilities on unemployment and my work cannot take me back 
full time as our business is down. There is very little money left over for food and car 
payments, let alone pet expenses and any potential medical bills. I’m at a loss and cannot 
imagine being able to live like this for much longer. We need to act now to help the working 
class community in Seattle! 

Autumn Donaldson   
I am still not working due to the pandemic. I don't want to have to worry about losing my place 
as well. 



Amanda dabbs   

You are just shifting the problem to our criminal justice system if you don't and this isn't a 
criminal problem.  Consider working for a solution, not just another way to protect wealthy 
people. Protect those who do not enjoy generational wealth and access to savings to make it 
through these kinds of times. Perhaps also work to allow for a pause mortgage payments. 

Judith Lienhard 
retired from ONA, 
JWJ, DSA   

NORMA ANDRADE     

Alexa Strabuk     

Cherie Wallace     

Ian Bond     

Sea Gabriel   Human lives are important. 

dan warter     

Jody Gibson     

Brandy Wallace     

Maria Harwell     

Shaylon Stolk     

Alicia Cohn   

We are in a pandemic and without any stimulus checks how can we proceed with evictions? It 
is immoral and unconscionable and would only serve to worsen public health conditions and 
the livelihood of these individuals. There are many who live in Seattle who have profited off of 
a pandemic. We should be protecting those who have been destroyed by it not punishing 
them! 

Kristian Adnoff     

brandi witham     

Matthew Williams   
I honestly don't think words are needed when people are losing their homes and housing. The 
struggle for survival in America is the responsibility of every citizen. We must work together to 
strengthen our communities. This is part of that strengthening.  

Jordan Graves     

Jamille Rials     

Rachel Wittenauer 

University of 
Washington 
Academic Student 
Employee Union   

Jeffrey  Wilner      

Lisa Packard   Humanity and Decency  

Annie Hobbs     



Alan Scheidecker     

Alex Hagen     

Jasmine August     

Scott Carroll     

bonnie verhunce Beacon Hill the working families are not receiving any help from the federal government and it is important 
that we help!  Our families need and deserve our help. 

Mary O'Hara     

caroline steen     

Mona Lee 
Saltwater UU 
Church 

It is true that land lords also have bills they need to pay.  But it will not help them to evict 
tenants.  If  tenants don't pay their rent, it's because they cannot.  Massive evictions would 
only increase the crisis of homelessness in our City  during these hard times.  Please extend 
the moratorium on evictions at least until there is a federal stimulus bill to help people survive 
the cold winter. 

Lea Fronterhouse   Because my friends are losing their homes if you dont protect them.  

Brian Weitzner     

Lorraine Johnson     

Jacob Easley   
Nobody has worked everybody's broke thousands of people will be unemployed and 
homeless 

Tiffany Do     

Natalia  Kukolja      

Ryan Hodge     

Katarina Shih     

Holly Girouard Northeast Seattle Renters like myself, with spotty income, single moms - need this protection. Worrying about 
being homeless shouldn't be part of our list of panic-inducers.  

Monal Pathak   

In an inherently unjust and cold economic system that has already suffered its third major 
crash since the start of this century, we have to build stronger social support systems to 
protect those who suffer from economic hardship. Community organizing can do only so 
much; political power must pick up the baton and finish the race; political power needs to be 
wielded with justice and strength to save those among us who need saving. 

Sarah Destin     

Amber Khan     



Andy Volk   

As a Seattleite who has now lost jobs twice since this pandemic started, and unsure if 
unemployment will cut it, I am afraid of losing all my money to rent. I know many people are. I 
know many people who don't have the luxury to work from home or have extensive savings 
accounts. This pandemic is continuing to harm everyone, especially those already suffering 
from economic inequality, food insecurity, and systemic racism. It's time the City of Seattle 
steps it up and supports all those who are at risk of losing their homes in the coming months. 
It is not okay to continue risking our health to work in restaurants and grocery stores for 
minimum wage and still struggle to pay rent. The time to act was yesterday. The time to make 
change is now.  

Neel Jha     

Nelson Delgado      

Stephanie Norman   

Seattle was already a difficult place to live with rising costs of living before the pandemic. The 
government gave us $1200 and told us to stay home. I am fortunate to still be employed but 
many of the families I serve are not. They worry about how they are going to feed their 
children and how they will keep their apartments if the eviction moratorium is lifted. Things 
continue to be bad and with cases increasing, we desperately need our government to help 
us. Honestly what is being asked is very little but it might be enough for their to still be small 
businesses and families left in Seattle when this is all over. As it is right now, we aren't going 
to make it. 

Tory Star     

Jerry Liebermann DSA We don't need more homeless people. 

Kristofer Hammes SEIU925   

Raul Alicdan     

Carmen Dacquisto   If this is not extended thete will be many more people on the street. Last thing we need! 
Something has got to give here! Jobs are scarce and people need a home to stay safe. 

Jacob Schear 
Book Workers 
Union   

Micah Stanovsky      

Ryan Nelson     

Mary Seguritan     

Ryan Carr     

Brenna Stroup 
Resident & Fellow 
Physician Union - 
Northwest 

The large majority of people who have lost their jobs due to COVID have been unemployed 
for most of this pandemic. If we don't extend the moratorium on evictions before these people 
gain employment and support, we are essentially setting them up for homelessness. Please 
acknowledge that without supporting these people financially, we cannot expect they'll 
suddenly be able to pay rent.  

Jill Eckhart     



Marlene Allbright 
Retired Seattle 
Public Schools 
teacher More people will die if they don’t get help. 

Kentaro Murai     

Jesse Kleinman No 

The pandemic is going to last for some time at least until we can get enough people 
vaccinated.  Currently, there is no guarantee that the Senate Republicans are going to stop 
being obstinate.  They cannot even accept that Biden won the election.  In fact we need to 
forget about the moratorium and find a way to compensate small landlords for their losses 
while making big ones eat their losses and not allowing them to deal with it by selling out or 
destroying buildings.   

Maria Winkler Fremont  We need to do all we can to keep more people from being dumped into the streets. 

daniel swanson socialist alternative  

working people have been hit hardest by the pandemic, leaving many sick and/or jobless. 
without extending the eviction moratorium, we could see thousands of renters who haven’t 
been able to afford rent be out out into the streets. we need to cancel rents and mortgages so 
renters and landlords don’t take on debt caused by the pandemic. this should be paid for by a 
tax on big business because big business has been making off with record profits during the 
pandemic while regular people suffer!! 

Miya Cohen-Sieg     

Shauna Conroy     

Imani  Dozier      

Artemis kim     

V Pete 
University of 
Washington   

Phalen Kinkle   Unless we want to see an unprecedented increase in evictions and homelessness in Seattle, 
urgent and big action must be taken as soon as possible.  

Jack Clemens     

Michael Gilson --None--   

Jason Hardwig     

Hilary Goodfriend     

Eric Ngonevolalath     

Amanda Robinson     

stephanie pearson SAG-AFTRA Halt rent to allow families and small businesses to recover after financial crisis that the federal 
and state government did close to nothing to help alleviate 

chris martinez     

Kim  Steffen      



Karla Esquivel  
Pco 37 Dem LD 
and small business 
owner  It is the morally right thing to do. 

Victoria Scroggins   I am unemployed due to covid. I'm also facing eviction. I need help.  

Kendall Gregory 
Seattle 
Revolutionary 
Socialists 

In the midst of a public health crisis, we cannot allow tens of thousands of people in 
Washington to lose their homes. We must strengthen the moratorium, extend it, and cancel 
rent and mortgage debt for renters and homeowners. 

Meilani Mandery     

Alison Tibbals   
Most folks in Seattle have no safety net. . but through no fault of their own, are being 
punished for it. 

Elizabeth Turner   Not the time to kick people out of their home for any reason. 

autumn vanderkloot     

Genevieve Green     

Anne Morgan     

Virginia Williams 
University of 
Washington 

With the ongoing pandemic now at uncontrolled community spread and cases rapidly rising, 
and the time it will take for a vaccine to actually take effect across communities, it is 
absolutely cruel and reckless not to continue the moratorium on evictions. We are unlikely to 
return to any broad sense of safety and normalcy until mid to late 2021. Failing to extend the 
moratorium will only exacerbate the public health crisis as you either send thousands upon 
thousands of people into homelessness without access to basic hygiene or social distancing 
measures, or you force desperate individuals to take on high risk work situations where they 
are likely to be exposed, and expose others to COVID-19. We need to protect people who are 
responsibly sheltering at home, and who may not be able to safely work enough hours to 
afford their rent.  

Benjamin Watkins Seattle DSA   

Emily Buffi     

Jo Ann  Herbert     

Jamie Alm   Housing is essential to families in our community. Everyone will benefit from stable housing 
and protections of the most vulnerable. Please do what is best. 

Janet Riordan     

Linda Dee   People are going to end up on the streets! It’s inexcusable not to take action to prevent this. 

kenneth ferrugiaro SURJ Housing is a human right. In these times where corporations are being bailed out, we have to 
ensure that people are too.  

Jason Proctor     

Bernard Troyer     

Josh Diamond     



Daniel Wang 
Socialist 
Alternative Human Life over Corporate Profits 

Kristie Spallone     

Jeff Fernandes   Stop making people homeless! 

Marcus Kidder   Extending these protections will impact my ability to remain in my home 

Stefanie McClelland     

Erik Hecht     

Peter MICHAELS   Lost my job and SSI does NOT cover the rent ! 

Joy Bucher   Please stop making more people homeless with evictions. 

ROMI Mahajan Quantarium Either we usher in an era of humanity or we face the abyss. 

Stephanie Lunt     

Tiara Griffin     

sagan lain 
Ingersoll Gender 
Center 

It is the duty of the government to protect and serve the residents. To displace people during 
a global pandemic and economic crisis is inhumane. Extending the eviction moratorium is the 
BARE MINIMUM that should be done to protect our communities. 

Richard Kolakowski   Everyone should get a year to recover from the loss of wages. 

Janet Rupp   People are desperate  and terrufied.  I realize that the property owners are also hurting.  They 
all need assistance during this critical emergency 

Megan Chao     

Justine Desaulniers     

Melinda Davis Melinda Davis 

Their are a lot of people that lost their jobs had to decide to either pay rent or buy food to feed 
there  kids. So of coarse they bought food and fell behind on rent. If this doesn't get extended 
there is going to be a lot of people that work hard to provide for their families, they are going 
to be evicted so more homeless people. Please we need this extended.  

Tiff Silengo     

Joe Thomas 
Highline Education 
Association   

Erin Lane 
University of 
Washington   

Amanda S   
So many people are being impacted by struggling industries, furloughs, and layoffs. This 
pandemic has lasted much longer than most anticipated and people are not necessarily in the 
position to have savings to help them through this difficult period. 



Aishu Amar   

This pandemic has been unexpected and difficult on all of us, but so gravely impacts some 
groups of people--such as small business owners--much more than others such as myself, in 
devastating ways. I believe the least we could do as a community is offer some compassion 
and support these incredible business owners by complying with the extended protections 
listed above.  

B Pepowski   
Not cancelling rent, utilities, and evictions would be a public health disaster. If you’re worried 
about the economy, drastically increasing homelessness in Seattle would be terrible for the 
economy. Please do the right thing! 

Jaime Gilmour     

Elizabeth Schuster UW As a grad student and bartender, it is very difficult to make rent right now. With lack of federal 
leadership, we are all relying on city and state government to help keep us afloat.  

Michelle Decker     

Katie Roberts     

morgan quick     

Emily Rahlmann     

Owl Scarey     

Puipui Sataua   
The idea that people are struggling is real. Not everyone can always remain financially stable 
as charged as jobs are becoming more aggressive in terms of hiring and laying off employees 
each month. 

Rheame Ali     

Ginger White     

Mari Mennel-Bell JazzSLAM   

Daniel Burnfjn   Because working people are hurting! 

Sophia Keller Registered Nurse 

When the moratorium was initiated, it was the community's expectation that the pandemic 
would be controlled by autumn. Few expected the resurgence of acuity that reared itself in the 
fall months.  We are now in worse straits economically than we were in May.  We can't end 
the moratorium without pushing 1000s of people into homelessness. Added to which, our city 
has an enormous inventory of overpriced housing standing empty. Extend the moratorium 
until at least May 2021, and implement affordable housing concurrently.  There is no excuse 
for economic exploitation during an emergency.  

Scott  Morrison Capitol Hill Equity!! 

Andre Couture     

Olivia  Hernandez     

Morgan Kluck     



Charles Webster   

Greetings to whomever reads my words of stress and anxiety regarding the hardship and 
story of why the eviction moratorium is so important in our city. 
 
My story begins with the already high rents and years of spending 70% of my income to pay 
it.  
 
I was laid off in February from a a well paying administrative position due to Covid-19. My 
second job of waiting tables was and has been my backup plan to make ends meet. However, 
the restaurant I worked at was closed again (after covid) when the waterfront park pier 
collapsed. This resulted  in my restaurant next door shutting it's doors for safety concerns.  
 
I know my story is not the exception because I have spent months helping my fellow workers 
find relief and financial support to make ends meet.  
 
It took me almost 20 weeks to get my unemployment and during that time my car was 
reposesed. I had to ask my parents (I am 38) to help pay the fees and reestablish my car 
loan. I am currently 2 months behind in rent and again behind on my car payments. After 
spending my savings and cashing out my 401k my safety net is gone. 
 
I have reached out to almost every organization for assistance and have been blessed with a 
few hundred dollars here and there towards my rent and utilities. I have signed up with every 
city funded program and have started to receive food stamps, something I have never done.  
 
Without this moratorium I would be on the streets and facing thousands in legal bills fighting it. 
This hold on evictions is the only things keeping my landlord at the table as I struggle to catch 
up.  
 
I have lived in my home for almost four years and moving out and finding a new place with a 
nominal unemployment check would be impossible. More so with an eviction on my record. 
 
I urge our legislators to extend the moratorium for as long as possible to allow people like 
myself to find financial stability and solid ground. 

Deborah  Woodard   I am simply concerned that some of my fellow Seattle residents will lose vital protections at a 
time when they remain most needed.  

Karen Wilson   
Because it would be disastrous for the economy if the eviction moratorium in Seattle is not 
extended. What is going to happen to the city of Seattle if tens of thousands of mothers, 
fathers and children are on the streets of Seattle unhoused? 



Stephanie Harris     

Susan Doody   

they must be extended because there are so many people put of work due to covid including 
myself. I'm a mom, of a 2 year old, who was recently laid off again and having trouble paying 
my rent for the 1st time this year right now. I'm terrified of being evicted and possibly having to 
be on the streets with my child. I have no family here to take me in. this is so important for 
people who have no control of these things.  

Zoe  Wahbeh     

Brendan King     

Sonia Arcelay     

Sam Sage     

Ben Abraham     

Rosalinda Ramirez Community  

Alot of lost our jobs and help for rental i feel alot of these places just dont help or they say 
funding ran out some of us are gonna be home less. Or are already homeless as well im 
behind on rent due to covid and   due to covid and jobless this has been the worst and yes i 
agree on everything above Thank you 

Eric Zimdars     

Gloria Jackson-Nefertiti     

Joshua Bass     

Charles Leggett 
Actors Equity 
Association    

shierry nicholsen   Extensive evictions would  create a huge catastrophe for this city. -- which the city would then 
have to try to deal with. 

Valerie Krull   Caring for each other should be our number 1 priority. 

Jeffrey Panciera   A tsunami of homeless people in the middle of a pandemic would be a disaster 

Christopher Miller   
We’ve bailed out the banks and the corporations enough times, it’s time to help the 
population. The banks can just add this to the back end of the loan post covid/vaccine. 
Disgusting we even have to discuss this.  

Rona Pryor     

Claire Smogoleski 
Seattle Democratic 
Socialists of 
America  To support the working class during global hardship.  

Andrew Hill     

Jessica Mitchell   
Use our tax dollars to help us. It's our money and our people are in need. No amount of 
preparation could have been made for this pandemic, and it is not their fault. As the 
caretakers of our state, you must do what you can to help. 



Stacy Schierholz  

Seattle Public 
Schools 
teacher/SEA 
member   

Danny Goodwin     

Richard Hughes     

Jordan Hooks   Cause people are broke 

Laura Owens     

Ian Muse     

Jules Inkwell   
This is so important to me and my community. As someone who works in Seattle and can no 
longer afford to live there, you know this is a matter of life and death especially for our most 
vulnerable neighbors.  

Samuel Silver     

Dempsey Garcia     

Alanna Martin     

Peggy Wolf Reparations Law   

ANA MARTINEZ     

morgan quick     

Laura Newton   For God's sake this is not their fault! 

Heidi Mitchell Local 302 IUOE It will take me at least another year to get caught up on past due rent, and utilities. As well as 
car payments, and trying to avoid losing my vehicle. 

Hanz Atia     

Hannah Swanson   
With historical numbers of individuals unemployment state wide, we need to strengthen and 
prolong protections for renters and tenants, especially as rent debt continues to accumulate 
into 2021.  

Cari Johnson     

Meghan Ridley   These unprecedented times call for revolutionary measures, with a focus on real world 
application. Get relief to those that need it.  

Araceli Efigenio     

Stacy Singley     

Chris Hayes     

Jackie Gause Northaven We have to be a society which supports life and the needs of all its members. 



Celeste Hellyer   

My husband and I moved from Pullman to Vancouver this summer because we wanted to be 
closer to family during these uncertain times. We had jobs lined up for when we moved, and 
then we moved and lost them due to the pandemic. Because we quit our jobs in Pullman, 
we've been unable to get unemployment since then. We've been unable to find jobs here in 
Vancouver because so many business have been either forced to reduce staff, or are 
overwhelmed with the number of applicants. We can't afford to pay rent, bills, and barely 
afford groceries doing gig work. Being homeless during this pandemic is a death sentence.  

Karen Taylor 
Transit Riders 
Union   

Laura timlake     

Ivan Foster     

Steven  Burgoon      

Mark MacDonald   So we have LESS homeless citizens 

Ryan P   
The unexpected nature for the onset of the covid-19 pandemic is still having a negative ripple 
effect to this date. To have anyone evicted during a time when unemployment rates are at all 
time highs (for reasons ENTIRELY out of the individuals control) no one should be evicted.  

Ruth Perkins   Obviously people were forced to lockdown by the gov so the gov needs to put the People's 
money back into the people's hands so needs are met 

Roxanne  Ray     

L Dong     

Parnisia Thomas   It’s the right thing to do. People are silently bleeding with no hope.  

Aaron Coito-Poile     

Cass DuVani 
Because these are 
basic human rights  Because people should give a shit about other humans. 

Phyllis  Hatfield    The homeless population is already huge; a massive increase will be catastrophic.  

Parnisia Thomas   Have empathy.  

Peter Reagel     

Vana Black     

Jacob Vail 
Pagan community 
temple  

This is not only a global pandemic, it is perhaps one of the most challenging times that 
America has faced. We have had wars, famine and natural disaster. More Americans are 
dying then those that died in Pearl Harbor every day. Washingtonians are losing their family 
members and friends, they’re watching their loved one slip past them with no hope of seeing 
them again. This stress is enough to put anyone into a depression.Let us not add to it, let us 
not make it harder on those families that live paycheck to paycheck. Extend the protection to 
show Washingtonians and the rest of the United States of America that we do not leave 
anyone behind. 



Tom Sheehan      

Crystal Mojica     

Kenneth Dugan     

Madeleine Burkhart     

Maia Krahl Astley N/A   

Aileen Morrow   These protections must be extended to help our communities, our neighbors and friends to 
survive. It's only a piece of the puzzle, but a critical one. 

Zachary Geier     

Brandee Cline   People are suffering more than ever right now. They need this help. 

Miranda Vargas     

Cynthia Vera   
The government should help its people. It’s supposed to be for the people. When a lot of 
countries are subsidizing e amidst a global pandemic it really makes the US look tyrannical to 
not only not subsidize but evict the people on to the streets.  

Vanessa  Skantze      

Bret Doelling     

Reid McPherson     

Elizabeth Inglese   I may be without a job next month and won't be able to pay my rent. This is the same plight 
may others have as well. 

Scott Gable     

Alison McCormick     

Josh Gutenberg     

Yasser Mufti     

Ladan Abosein     

Leonard Rifas EduComics 

 
 
 
 
 
 
i see tents all over town. 

Kayla Chui   
We know that this pandemic is disproportionately affecting low income, Black, Brown, and 
Indigenous communities. To discontinue the eviction moratorium would be anti-Black, anti-
Indigenous, and discriminatory towards low-income communities. 

Alicia Crowley     



Megan Davis     

Bob Barnes     

John Benner 
University of 
Washington   

Patrick Burroughs   
A just government must be a bulwark for the vulnerable, and when needed a bludgeon 
against the powerful. Anything else is pointless, a system for the powerful to have their way 
by proxy. 

Cameron Pinard   As Washingtonians we need to band together and help our neighbors weather this 
unprecedented crisis, we do this to keep our community safe from harm.  

Ashley Simpton     

Ryan Schroeder   

I’ve been out of a good restaurant job for 4 months this year (3 months in the spring; 1 month 
and counting currently) due to no fault of mine. Whatever my family has managed to save in 
this expensive city has been wiped out twice in the same year! 
 
With rent being the largest expense, I’ll second Council member Sawant’s last point, that 
those affected by COVID-related shutdowns (ie restaurant workers) should see their rent 
payments cancelled/subsidized and/or put on hold. Any less is dangerous during this 
particularly desperate time. 

ally parks     

Breona Mendoza   People need homes and safety. We need time for the government to hand out help to people 
before our homelessness crisis is out of control. Families are suffering and they need time.  

Benjamin Rew   We can't let the entire working community down. 

Sharleen Mehemed     

Lu Kramer Retired 

Do you Really want to shove hundreds of thousands (more!-/) people onto the streets 
especially during an out-of-control pandemic?? Or is this just your thinly veiled way of 
ensuring the entire population infects? We don’t even know how long immunity lasts when we 
get it whether from healing from a mild case or from vaccine. Please act like the give-a-damn 
officials we hired you to be. OUR lives (and perhaps yours!-P) depend on it. 

Cristal Escobedo     

Ruth Yawata   It's cruel to kick people out during a pandemic 

Tina Huang   because a rise in homeless during COVID makes us all more vulnerable to COVID! 

Abigail Takahashi   Stay-at-home orders mean nothing without rent relief. Govt aid is needed to protect public 
health, economic stability, & basic human rights! 

Beckett W     

Isabel Bennett     

Tim Miller     



BJ Last   

Moody's Analytics estimates that 12 million renters owe an average of $5,850 of back rent 
due to the economic downturn from the COVID pandemic. There's no chance those renters 
will be able to raise the funds by the end of the year. The renters should get at least a year to 
try to raise those funds to pay back rent especially because we're still in the midst of a 
pandemic. People's finances won't be able to start to recover from the pandemic until a 
vaccine is widely available which won't be for months. People who get evicted now are going 
to have no where to go and are going to end up unsheltered because there's no where for 
them to go. Seattle doesn't have enough shelter space or affordable housing for people to 
move into. Some people who get evicted will die because they'll be unsheltered during the 
winter in the midst of a pandemic. The apartments they get evicted from are going to sit empty 
because there aren't people to fill them. 

Mai Yang   

I am a small business owner, a private salon/studio. Because of the pandemic, my revenues 
have been at least 25% or more  lower than it would normally be. We have 2 children, 11 
years and 3 years old. We are doing our best to help my older son through online schooling, 
and our younger son with child care. My husband works for Safeway, a grocery store. 
Fortunately, my husband still have a job, but unfortunately, my business have not been as 
busy because the cases for corona virus have rise, and people are staying home to state 
safe. My husband and I have an American dream that have been sadly crush by this 
unfortunate crisis. We are first time home buyer since May of 2018, and we’re afraid to not be 
able to continue paying for our bills to provide for our family. We need help now.!  

Steven Pace     

kelly bjork     

d goldsmith     

Larissa Carey   If people are homeless it make social distancing way harder 

meagan murphy 
Next Level 
Housecleaning  Housing is a right. The pandemic was horrendous. People need financial relief.  

Reno Wincek   
ESD hasn't said anything to me in the past 3 months they hung up on me today so rent might 
not happen 

Anthony DiJulio     

Finn West     

Alexa Fay     

Leah Wood     

Crystal Mojica     

Monika Elmont     

Justin Hayes     

Trip Terrano   There’s NOWHERE left to go! 

Rachel Roberson     



Lina Rothman 
UW Alumni, UW 
Employee, 
Concerned Citizen 

How can Seattle implement a "Stay at Home" order if some folks won't have a home to stay 
in? Housing, health, economic growth are all interrelated! 

Tyler Pazera Beacon Hill Save some lives and livelihood Mayor Durkan! 

charles ganellen     

Kristen Yost 
Federal Way 
resident    

Caitlin Miller Select...   

Noelle Lindenmann   This economic depression is STILL GOING ON. 

James O'Connor     

Ashley Burr     

Patricia Always     

Nichelle Mize     

Jon Perry 
Artist @ Mount 
Baker Lofts 

Both of my jobs have ended due to virus and I have been unable to return to work. Please 
extend the moratorium and provide rent assistance to citizens. Thank you!! 

Ryan Kasper   Because in all of washington the rent is too high. 

Walter McGerry     

Sullivan Giles     

Quincy Crump     

Gordon 
Philip 

Baldwin   Just too bad for landlords,sister. Rent of home is not a valid livelihood. Not a matter of who 
owns who pays taxes None. It is Yourfamilyof humans lying in 42 degrees,rain or not. Period. 

Rudy Rudy   
It is so important to care for community, and this is how a system can opt to care for its 
community or continue to profit off backs of people forced out of their homes. Keep people 
safe. People over profit.  

Dora  Vega     

Kelly Goldkuhl     

Vesper Mikan     

Sara Wilkinson     

Lisa Halpern     

Kate Rotter     

Nichelle Mize     

Kimberly  Mustafa      

Robin Rowedder 
St. Patrick's 
Church 

NGO's and state governments are pitching in to support our neighbors during the pandemic. 
Large for-profit corporations must also contribute to the health of our communities! 

Nicole Palczewski     



Katie Spataro     

Justin Martin 
Socialist 
Alternative 

Because Housing is a human right and it us becoming increasingly more important for people 
to be able to maintain stability in the coming years concerning the symptoms of the growing 
climate crisis. It is more important for people to have a place to live and sleep than it is for 
someone to profit from ownership. 

Ryan Moore     

Nichelle Mize     

Tara Chase     

Michelle Goss     

Sarah  Boehlke     

Michelle Goss     

Kristina Nielander 
Working Families 
Party 

Working people are the most at risk to be evicted during this crisis. After essential workers 
have been putting their lives on the line every day during covid-19 often for little pay and 
sometimes no benefits, they do not deserve to have their homes ripped away from them.  

Andrea Malagon   If you don't protect us, we'll vote you out!! 

Stacy Cochran      

Elizabeth Cox     

John Troutman     

Emily Chao     

Clayton Jones     

James Mulcare     

Julie Jones     

Agnes  Cwalina White Center   

Simran Ravichandran  
Bellevue Home 
Owner   

Eric Suderman     

Simran Ravichandran     

Ravi Ravichandran     

Karen  Bosley      

Robert Edwards Robert Edwards   

Karthika Ravichandran     

Caylene Castagno     

Natalie Miller      

Seth Branum     



Kendra Vazquez   
As a health care working I see how many case are out there and with business still closed 
many people out of jobs and or barely getting by even working. I my self am still struggling 
and owe still 4 months of rent fir when I was out of work. 

Trinity Sumner 
Teamsters Local 
174 

The city of Seattle already has a homelessness epidemic. You can expect it to become much 
worse if you don’t extend rent protections. Seattle’s economy can’t live off of tech workers 
alone. The service and essential workers of Seattle are struggling the most and are arguably 
the most needed. Please think about how this effects Seattles economy & people’s lives in the 
long term and not focus so much on financial losses of land lords in the short term.  

Priscilla Estrada     

Sean McCoy     

Madison Bristol 

UW Academic 
Student Employee; 
Bristol EcoCreative 
Services LLC 

As a college student, I am afraid of being evicted if anything happens to the housemates that I 
share rent with, or myself. Two people have already had to break their lease, and we all would 
have nowhere to go if we were evicted. Studying on Zoom during a pandemic is already hard 
enough, let alone trying to work and maintain housing. We need protections for the unknown. 

Stephanie Rutkowski     

Leah Perlmutter UAW 4121   

Christine Larson     

Paige Hulsey 
Long-term Capitol 
Hill resident   

Tanisha Stewart     

Joshua Ryder     

Nel MascallvanderLinden     

Shelley Stromholt   Everyone deserves human rights, including access to housing and other protections.  

Piper Jones     

Ric Berkholtz     

Erna Lund 
Women In Black 
Internatl--Seattle 
Chapter Kshama Sawant has expressed it very well! 

Maia Durfee     

Briana Allison   So the homelessness does NOT rise especially due to it being caused by the pandemic and 
lost jobs, wages and hunger. Children need their homes  

Megan Hambly     

Antonia Koenig     

Ron Locker     



Matthew Cotter 
University of 
Washington 

Shelter is a basic human need, and we cannot let the pandemic take that away from our 
citizens. 

Charles Hinshaw     

Robert Jeffs 
University of 
Washington   

Eury Lee     

Joel Hart     

Michelle  Smith      

Morgan Herbert     

Andy Slabaugh --None--   

Antonette  Robinson   

There are so many families trying to come back from all the money they owe due to job loss 
from covid impacts. A lot of expenses can’t be seen, like the huge increase in groceries and 
utilities from having family at home all the time, not going to school, activities, etc. Many of us 
are starting to chip away at the debt we fell into, but rent fell to the back of priorities as we had 
to feed our families, make sure utilities were kept in despite increased usage, and many other 
expenses that were incurred. We need the extra time to start paying down our huge rent 
expenses. Additionally, rental assistance is taking much longer than expected - out 
application was submitted months ago and still has Ly been reviewed by our case worker due 
to the huge case load she has. 

Zachary Bruns   
People are hurting and out of work, how can they be expected to pay rent at a time like this? 
We're already experiencing a massive homelessness crisis, do you really want to make it 
worse by putting people out on the street? 

Maya Held     

Julie Maurer     

Tatiana Candelaria     

Rebecca  Michael      

Dana Iorio     

Megan Rabone 
Fred Hutch Cancer 
Research Center 

The biggest way you could make this pandemic worse would be to put more people on the 
streets in the middle of it all because you’re afraid of rich landlords. 

Daniel Freihofer   

These protections just be implemented and extended due to the unprecedented 
circumstances that have befallen the people of California, as a result of the mishandling of the 
current COVID-19 pandemic on both the federal and state level. We must do what is right to 
ensure the safety and security of both the people of California, and the state economy. We 
cannot allow more families and individuals to become unhoused and unable to care for 
themselves in the midst of what has become such a terrible national tragedy. Let us do what 
is right. 



Julie O'Donnell     

Diana Rodriguez     

Dennis Mace     

Sharon Scarpett     

Joel Beachey 
Karma House, 
Capitol Hill, 
Seattle, WA 

We, the people, specific to WA, have been asked to stay home and stay healthy on an 
individual basis in order to curb the disastrous effects of the COVID-19 global pandemic. 
While this works for half of our city of Seattle, who have access to wealth through jobs that 
allow work-from-home set ups, it fails to address the needs of the working class.  
 
Thousands of Washingtonians are unemployed, and many are not receiving benefits at this 
time. The remaining relief program is set to expire 12/26/20. We have been given a one time, 
$1200 check from the Federal government- an amount that does not even cover one month of 
rent for a typical Seattleite. Hazard pay has ended and people are forced to compromise 
personal and family safety in order to make money in these trying times. COVID 
disproportionally effects the working class: without assistance, we are forced to show up in 
daily jobs with unsafe working conditions to pay our bills or go at the risk of not being able to 
provide for ourselves and take care of our own families. 
 
The governmental structures created to protect the American people are failing the working 
class, but the capitalistic system is working exactly how it was intended to operate; by 
exploiting labor of the working class so top earners can continue expanding their wealth, such 
as Seattle’s own Jeff Bezos. 
 
We, the people, are doing our part reaching out to our representatives on every level. We 
need financial relief and we ask you and our state and federal representatives for support. We 
need to ensure we are not forcing more people out onto the streets during the middle of winter 
during a Global Pandemic by expanding the Seattle moratorium through the end of 2021. We 
need to cancel rent and mortgages and put renters protections in place to prevent future 
punitive harm accrued by late fees. We need city-wide support that waives utility bills for 
essential services like electricity and heat. 
 
We need assistance, we need it now and we need it to be long term. We are counting on you, 
Mayor Jenny Durkan to advocate for and protect US. 

Amy  Palacios     

Joelle Pretty     

Doreen McGrath 
Freedom Socialist 
Party 

Small businesses and all renters need rent relief, especially poor and working women, women 
of color who are the hardest hit. 

Alixzandra Merritt   people are dying, karen 



Tina Bellou     

Alyssa Brault     

Taylor Brennan   We stopped a lot of people from working, but yet allow the giant companies to continue to 
work. People need some help and relief to deal with housing. 

Addie Smith     

Suzanne Scollon     

Bryan Tucker   It would be utterly inhumane of you to not do this. 

M Oxley     

Jamie Stubbs   It will take a few years to rebuild and re-establishment what I’ve lost due to COVID 

Kovas Zygas   Don't put people out into the street! 

Ayesha  Chander      

Elliot Smith     

Brian Rafferty   There’s a pandemic! 

Anasofia Gallegos Arts Community 
The performing arts have been entirely decimated by this pandemic, and we will be the last to 
go back to work. Without work we have lost all our benefits and securities. No health care, 
and the actors fund is dry. Support your local artists and keep us off the streets.  

Christie Sanam     

Andrea Musa     

Amanda McCourt UAW4121   

Mariko Sandico     

Jarrett Cloud     

Simone Thomas     

Ian Cheshire     

Ricardo  Figueroa Seattle 
por que el area de restaurnate es la mas golpeada y no hay trabajo por dicha pandemia, 
estoy sin trabajo. 

Cassie Sanchez     

Gagandeep  Singh India punjabi   

Kelly Sommerfeld 

Board member 
Kimball PTSA, 
Beacon Business 
Asdociation 

Through no fault of their own, my community and friends have list jobs and income. Our City 
is only as strong and healthy as our most vulnerable residents. Please extend the 
moratorium...no one benefits when our community is living in the streets.  

Kat Camp   If I have to explain this to you at this point, you’re already hopeless.  

Emily Lofquist     

Dave Bollinger     



Daisy Deely     

Kim  Loftness     

Carmen woodson 
South end resident, 
SDSA member 

Only a cruel, selfish, white suprematist, with special interests would chose to allow landlords 
to evict their tenants after this period of extended hardship at the time of year when the 
weather is the most extreme and deadly. If you allow this moratorium on evictions to expire, 
know that you will have caused undue harm to the most vulnerable in our city, and that will be 
another jewel in your crown of deceit and lack of support for the QTBIPOC members of our 
communities.  

annie panek     

Laura Waite     

Lana Afalava   

Some of us lost our jobs during this pandemic some of us couldn’t make it into work because 
of the pandemic some of us don’t have babysitters and depended on the schools so that we 
can work during school hours but due to the pandemic we couldn’t work anymore and we 
couldn’t take our children to work with us..some of us just need a break and forgiveness so 
that we can catch up with rent/bills/etc..  

Allison Bolgiano 

J.D. Candidate, 
University of 
Washington School 
of Law 

Allowing landlords to evict people in the midst of a public health crisis and a deep recession in 
a city with that declared homelessness an emergency five years ago is illogical and immoral.  

Jean Boucher   because its the right thing to do 

Ivan Cruz 
University of 
Washington 

If we do not provide financial relief to people in need, then they will be forced to try and work 
and potentially expose themselves to COVID and others around them. This will unnecessarily 
increase the number of people that get sick and die from this disease and cause more burden 
on the hospitals and healthcare workers. 

Susan Galvan   How can I pay rent when no jobs are available? I was a bartender  

Daniel Potter   There is only one rational compassionate path forward on this issue, An eviction moratorium 
is the most basic bare minimum way to address the crisis at hand.  

Rob MacArthur None   

d goldsmith     

Chloe Yeo     

Fay Payton     

Emily Murphy   People are struggling and extending the eviction moratorium is a vital.  

Ellen Kendall None   



Michelle ANDerson   

Im pregnant with a 18month old who always worked I got 15yrs in at my job now I'm getting 
almost 20hrs every 2weeks no one is hiring for me to go somewhere else it's hard my rent is 
1460 I'm 5k behind I was more then that luckily my apartments management Columbia 
modern living mr carl and ms lily understands I'm not trying to get out of paying but it's hard 
when I don't have it all to pay feed babies lights water I'm not trying to be in debt when this is 
over so please help 

Nicholas Lenchner     

Adam Livengood     

Brian Park     

Samuel Gutierrez   Though rent was put on hold, most jobs weren’t able to employ workers for enough hours or 
wages to pay off the debt.  

Lynn Ausley   
Resolutions, to loss of work and have not been resolved. With the unemployment and the 
increased restrictions. things have not become manageable for families...but have become 
worse. 

Cynthia Brothers    Evicting & pushing people into homelessness during a pandemic is not only morally bankrupt, 
but a public health disaster.  

Sarah Neilson     

Peter Kowalczyk   

While I am fortunate to be financially secure, I know many people who are not. Covid will be 
with us for some time yet, especially with recent news of vaccine distribution slowdowns. 
Landlords may not like the reality but that's where we're at. I'm a small-time investor and all 
investments carry risk, so to landlords I say "tough luck". As someone with power it is your 
duty to protect the vulnerable.  

Nikita Anderson     

Nikita Anderson     

Antonette  Robinson   

There are so many families trying to come back from all the money they owe due to job loss 
from covid impacts. A lot of expenses can’t be seen, like the huge increase in groceries and 
utilities from having family at home all the time, not going to school, activities, etc. Many of us 
are starting to chip away at the debt we fell into, but rent fell to the back of priorities as we had 
to feed our families, make sure utilities were kept in despite increased usage, and many other 
expenses that were incurred. We need the extra time to start paying down our huge rent 
expenses. Additionally, rental assistance is taking much longer than expected - out 
application was submitted months ago and still has Ly been reviewed by our case worker due 
to the huge case load she has. 

Jeffreyu Kipper     

Kate Pluth   Stability of housing was already shaky for many in our cities before the pandemic. Let's not 
add insult to injury. 



Mai Li Pittard   

Eviction is a public health issue, especially during a pandemic. At a time when our case 
counts are higher than ever and still record numbers are uneployed or needing medical leave, 
we cannot allow a massive wave of evictions to upend people who have no jobs in sight or 
are recovering from illness. Not strengthening and extending this would be an inhuman slight 
against everyone. 

Daniel Brackett   

landlords continue to offer lower rents for new renters while charging renters caught without a 
job because of the pandemic with the same high pre-pandemic rent costs.  
Our housing crisis won't end if we are constantly throwing people out on the street.  
Housing first means getting people off the streets and into housing. evicting people doesn't 
help. there's no jobs to be had, there's no place for those people to go.  

Elina Winer     

Elina Winer     

Janet Munin     

Nicholas Radford     

Lindsay Scarey     

Barbara  Phinney    
City government has an obligation to the welfare of the people, especially in hard times, like 
these: economic collapse, a pandemic, and ongoing housing unaffordability and massive 
numbers of people, including children, without housing. People need relief NOW!  

Jean Katayama     

Kathryn DeBenedetto     

Tina Vivio     

Hannah Wilson     

Saysamone Xaykosy   We don’t have a voice - or a choice to have been laid off and struggling every way possible on 
the verge of homelessness.  

Jazz English   We need to be entirely freezing rent and paying people to stay home. God dammit 

Brendan McGovern     

Michelle Vecchio SEA   

David McLanahan   This will help protect the health of all your constituents 

Karen Price   Karen Price 

Tara DuBois 
Butterflies R Us 
Mobile Training To protect families from being homeless due to covid and lack of resources. 

Kelli Thoumsin     

Reina Ryan Teacher We will lose Seattle 



Robert Pace   
The pandemic has caused untold pain to working people. Thousands in Seattle have lost jobs 
and income and in danger of losing their living accomodations. As we already know Seattle 
has one of the worse homeless problems in the country. Please don't add to this situation. 

Jerome Santos   Without federal or state support to individuals during covid restrictions, directly effecting 
income, we need relief from basic living expenses 

Laurel Friedlander   

The situation regarding the pandemic has only gotten worse. We’re deeper in a whole without 
stimulus money. People are still unemoployed, shelters are still at capacity and you are still 
mayor in a city with a 6 year long homelessness state of emergency. To deny how vulnerable 
the people of Seattle are is to deny an extension to the evict moratorium. Backpaying rent 
should be cancelled, how are people supposed to pay this back without income? 

Kimberly Ertel     

Andrea Kretchmer McCarthy    Nobody should be evicted in this time, especially in the winter! 

Laura Sabransky (None)   

Mark Giese     

andre bolivar ethereal gardens 

because we the people have built this city, we have been pushed out by investors building 
those rectangle condos all over seattle. if we dont extend the moratorium many people will 
end up on the streets while the building sit empty. we just need a bit of help to come thru this 
crisis. thank you... 

Patricia Pedersen Ms. 

Patricia Ann Pedersen  I am lucky enough to be a 77 year old woman living in subsidized 
housing.  Seeing people in doorways, wrapped in  thin blankets, seeing people living in tents 
in the winter, seeing how many people do not have anywhere to have basic needs, like 
shelter ,food, and healthcare, eat away at my soul.  What can I do?  I can beg you to please 
not put more people in circumstances of homelessness.  Please. 

Kathryn Dawson     

Michelle  Smith      

Neil Ryan     

Dan Schneider     

Christopher Tuch     

Claire Loe     

Whitney Wood   We cannot let people become unhoused during a pandemic, it is unsafe and inhumane 

Bob Gillespie     

Autumn Knowlton     

Shelley Wilson     



Annika Love   

I can't say I've ever wanted to live in a shantytown. Or a tent in the middle of winter. 
Desperate people act desperately. People around the world have stopped laughing at the 
state we as Americans have found ourselves in. They can only look on in horror as those 
elected to care for us are absolutely shitting the bed.  

Kevin Gallagher     

Tanesha Brester     

Bryan Clark Seattle DSA   

Michael Dicus     

joanne klein 
Professional 
Singer/Actor and 
teaacher 

For all the people who need to be safe and sound and waiting out this pandemic so they can 
get back to working with the public or whomever.  We all can only do so much isolation and 
imagine if you haven't got a warm place to rest...horrible!! 

La'Shawnda Mason   We need to keep everyone safe 

Dina Dahbany-Miraglia se;f 

The evil that is our Republican Party is hell bent on destroying our democracy. One tactic is to 
destroy the welfare of those who pay taxes. As far as they are concerned taxes are paid by 
the working and middle classes and owned by the psychopaths in power.  
Our relationship with our governments--local, state, federal-- is a fiduciary one. Egalitarian. 
We provide the $/taxes for the officeholders' work, workplace and other benefits in return for 
their  providing all of us--them included--with services. Infrastructure. A federal health system. 
Pension plans. Climate control. Services during catyclismic occurrences, such as hurricanes, 
pandemics, tornadoes & the like. WE ARENOT SLAVES. WE R NOT OWNED. Your job is to 
make sure we are provided with what we need when we need it. That's why you were 
"hired"/voted into your position.  So do your job!!!! 

Dre  Say     

Claire Fontaine DSA   

Stephanie Shushan     

Melanie Zahn     

Adrian Cerrato     

Mindy Blaski,MD     

Ginger  Corriell    
So many people cannot work, and have no way of paying rent right now. They’re also playing 
catch up on bills, if not falling even further behind. It is cruel and frankly disgusting to even 
consider lowering the protections currently afforded via the moratorium.  

Matthew Cloner Mr. 
During this time of enormous economic and financial hardship, working people here in Seattle 
need more help than ever before. This is a once in a lifetime public health crisis and the most 
vulnerable of our citizens need this kind of protection. 

Sophie Pattison     

Paul Parker   Humanity  



Sarah Dallosto     

Michael Schoentag     

Ian Williams     

Sarah Burkhalter     

Edwin Miller   
We are hurting. Forcing thousands of Seattleites to the street will help NO-ONE in the long 
term.  

Dorothy Jo Lower 

Rainier Pop Up 
Kitchen, 
Share/wheel 
volunteer 

PLEASE don't create the conditions for MORE homelessness.  We, on the ground, are 
struggling to meet the needs of our current population of homeless. 

Donna Meyering     

dav b   People are struggling through no fault of their own. Protect people 

Tricia Avey     

Soliz Mayer   It’s the right thing to do. Stop giving breaks to companies and give a hand to people. 

Scott  Hicke     

Brett Dennison     

Franklin Russell English Teacher   

Jennifer Pacocha     

Jennifer Smoose     

Susan Galvan   How can I pay rent when no jobs are available? I was a bartender  

Anthony Buch   Because they are our brothers and sisters. 

Stacia Haley - Select - We cannot work, we cannot go out and we face death every day 

Grace Stahre   
We already have several unhoused people living on our street. People need homes NOW. I 
can't imagine what this is going to look like in 3 months. Have you seen the number of RV's 
on MLK? In South Seattle? People need homes to stay healthy, and get back on their feet.  

Brendan Stephenson     

Sibyl James     

Beth Lukas   

There will be no way to rectify the damage done once people have been made homeless and 
vulnerable to COVID. Banks will absolutely show no mercy unless forced to by the 
government. Release the pressure valve for mortgage holders of all kinds- personal homes, 
rental property businesses, and commercial property. Once they’re in foreclosure, it’s too late.  

Kris Hutchins 
Seattle Democratic 
Socialists of 
America   

Hayden Babby     



Alexandra Caamano     

Stephanie Taylor     

Nicholas Anderssohn   So more people don’t go homeless during winter during a global pandemic and die. 

Michael Combs     

Joy Spainhower     

Samuel Hampton     

Julie Steinbacher   

This pandemic is an unprecedented event. So many people are without jobs or other 
resources. We need to protect residents of the city and keep them housed, with service to 
needed utilities like gas, electric, and water. The consequences of the pandemic will continue 
to impact people well into 2021 and beyond. Many desperately need eviction moratorium 
protections extended through the end of next year. 

Nicholas Croston     

Joanna Rives   

Why turn a million dollar problem into a a billion dollar problem. Housed people are not as 
vulnerable to illness, injury, assault and are less likely to undertake desperate measures to 
insure their security and well being. The eviction moratorium must stay in place, with rent and 
mortgage forgiveness for residential and commercial properties.  

Joey Butler     

Allen Tompkins Microsoft / Aquent   

Patricia  Flores     

Mercedes Lackey     

Jennifer Cuffman     

Erna Goldkuhl   
Continuing the moratorium on evictions will provide relief to those who have suffered loss of 
income during the pandemic. Many employees are still furloughed from their jobs and finding 
a replacemrment job is not an option.  

Kathleen Myers Community People must have the right to live unthreatened and unharassed especially in the time of a 
pandemic and an economic crisis, before and while new opportunities are being developed. 

Lindsey Weedston     

Gordon Wood     

SUZANNE Mershon Community 
To protect the health n safety of our neighborhoods we must continue to provide a working 
person with adequate shelter regardless if they are able to work during covid shit down or not. 
We should be able to provide shelter to our communities. 

Lydia Duncan   
Crises like these would widen already present gaps between the rich and poor without 
compassionate interference.  Keeping people afloat now will help avoid greater suffering in 
the future.  We already have a homelessness crisis, we don't need it to get worse 

Michelle Song     



Elizabeth Tachick   

Most only is it inhumane to force people out of their homes during a pandemic, when many of 
them lost their incomes not through personal negligence but because of that same pandemic, 
but also because it will leave more vulnerable people getting sick. It will spread the illness 
even more and make more people sick. There will be so many awful effects rippling out of 
lifting the eviction moratorium that it's insanity to even contemplate it. The people who do get 
sick from being forced into homelessness are going to be more likely to need intensive care, 
straining our healthcare system even more, and will be unable to afford the subsequent bills 
so the government will be forced to pick those up. There is no fiscal, moral, or epidemiological 
reason to allow evictions to proceed. 
Mayor Durkan, I already think you've done a shit job of leading this year. Don't screw it up any 
further by making it all worse.  

Jessica Lou     

Alicia Dudziak     

Lynne Levine     

renee shure   so many of us haven't had jobs for 9 months. are behind on rent already and don't have 
industries to go back to work to safely. how is this something we have to plea for?  

Yasmin Ibrahim     

Linda Strout Seattle Because we already have too many people on the street. 

Rebecca Slivka   folks can't work, so they aren't getting paid.  no one should be evicted while the pandemic is 
still raging through the city. 

Kristen Vennes     

Jos van 't Hof     

Charles Hinshaw     

Virginia Palumbo   

Our national leaders are doing nothing to protect our citizens from the devastating effects of 
Covid, and the resultant necessity of shut-downs. It is incumbent upon state-wide and local 
leadership to mandate masks, social distancing, and to help offset the horrific poverty 
resulting from job loss and economic instability. Moratoriums on eviction and rent forgiveness 
are only two small, but vital parts, of working to prevent more homelessness and 
helplessness. Please so your part. 

Nicole DuRoche   
With the massive level of unemployment caused by the pandemic, protections from 
homelessness for those impacted are crucial to ensuring the health and safety of our 
community. 

G Laster      

Xoe Amer SAlt 
These measures are necessary not only out of compassion but to stem the spread of COVID. 
Seattle needs to lead the way on protecting housing as a human right for tenants and the 
underserved. 

Joyce Frohn     



Shelley Wilson     

Tyler Saxon     

Rowan Dowgert     

Abigail  Houghton      

Andrew Coito-Poile     

Richard Weatherley     

Emily Eppley     

Zachary Andrews     

Natalia  Kukolja      

Hannah Elnan-Derse None   

Erik Whitaker     

Betsy Foley     

Karen Kirschling     

Kate Rubin Be:Seattle   

Ben Jensen   People need this. It is not an option to rescind this moratorium.  

Michelle Nava     

Anthony  Rella     

Paloma Vazquez     

Eduardo Vazquez     

Olivia Jaudeau   
This is not a time to put more people on the street. This is a time to keep as many people safe 
as possible.  

Megan Cornish Local 77 IBEW These are survival issues for so many people. We already have a crisis of homelessness; it's 
about to get exponentially worse!  

Trip Terrano   There’s NOWHERE left to go! 

Edwin Miller   
We are hurting. Forcing thousands of Seattleites to the street will help NO-ONE in the long 
term.  

Nasro  Mohamud    
While I have not lost my job, some of my household have lost their income. Rent cancellation 
would help. 

Francesca Hays     

Scott Meihn     

Thomas Koontz     

Jeanny  Jackson  Nne 
Am Struggling with rent with no help none not enough hours behide car payments to  it’s not 
easy right now  

Callie LeVina     

Cole Liffmann     



Victoria Price   The thought of eviction right now is beyond horrifying; it’s hard enough finding a job and 
paying for food during this pandemic  

Shary B     

Holly Delphinidae     

Naomi Spector     

Vanessa  Foley      

Kayla DuPont     

Maddy Szmidt     

hannah brunell Library worker 
Leaving people without homes during the winter in a pandemic is unhealthy and inhumane. 
Please let them stay in their homes. A landlord's money can't be worth more than a family's 
actual life. 

Elisa Bryant     

Alex Rollosson Halbhuber     

Susan Moffitt   I and thousands like me have been victimized by the Unemployment Office not processing 
claims in a timely fashion. 

Melissa Riddle     

Mary Cox     

Alyssa Young     

Lana Blinderman     

Noel Barnes   You're already taking much heat for the homeless situation in Seattle Mayor Durkan; do you 
really want it to get worse?  Without Covid relief, it definitely will! 

Ellison Shieh     

Victoria Banks     

Annamarie Murphy Jiwa   

We are already facing a homelessness crisis. We should be doing everything to help our 
neighbors who are currently experiencing this crisis. Not allow it to get worse when we have 
the power to stop it. Poverty is not a moral failure of an individual, but of the society that 
allows it. 

Diane Ste Marie   Fairness, redistribution of wealth is what democracy at its best is about. This is where I want 
my tax $ to go, to help others, not contribute to those with lots of $ 

Christie Ryan Medical/Healthcare   

Jesse Szczygiel     

Josie Stump Eschbach     

Kathleen O'Brien     



Xanna Vegsundvaag   
We can't have this many folks in trouble or with evictions on their record!  That just begins a 
downward spiral, and we already have too many mental health and homeless problems as it 
is! 

Diego Gabrieli     

Sarah murphy     

asukaa jaxx     

K L     

Byamba Enkhee     

Maray Borrego     

maharay borrego     

Nicole DeFuria     

Lisa Canar     

Claudia Ott   No one should be evicted at a time of crisis 

Steven Brinegar     

Claudia Ott   No one should be evicted at a time of crisis 

Suzannah Schroeder     

david rodas     

Jeremy Tarpey   We need to help our neighbors get through this! 

Chara Lynch   We need to use every tool at our disposal to keep people sheltered and safe so that they're 
able to get back on their feet 

Kevin Hughes     

Nina Ramos   Do the right thing! 

khan hasan     

Tony Wetzsteon SGA This epidemic is far from controlled. Until it is, most Seattlites will need to be protected from 
eviction. Evicting them now is extremely cruel and inhumane. 

Ra’Shawndra Doby     

Star Willey 
Socialist 
Alternative   

Carrie Hawthorne     

Alora McGavin     

Mark Kathurima     

Marlena  Okimow      

Robert Brown   People can not be evicted from homes now in the middle of the pandemic. 

Lauren Bond     



Robinann Mason   
Because due to covid 19 a lot of people lost there jobs, can’t work because of it , or no child 
care due to covid a lot of issues is going on right now and I say it should be extended till covid 
19 is gone and we are back to our normal lives  

Demian Godon     

Sara Moran   This city cannot handle any more homeless people.  

Sophia Stewart     

Christina Black     

Samantha Valenteen     

Libby Bulloff     

Daniel Arnold     

Monica Martek   

Landlords are not being considerate.  I am on unemployment, and recently underwent surgery 
for cervical cancer.  I have no one to help me, no family in Washington.  Everyone has a 
different situation, but all of us are hurting except the privileged and wealthy.  Creating more 
homeless situations is not the answer.  We need to help the individual, and we need to help 
the families in need. 

Daysi Morales     

Rachel Fecher     

Megan Gayman 
Madrona 
Elementary School 
Parent 

As a member of the community I volunteer to deliver lunches to families who would normally 
receive free or reduced lunches, one of the families I deliver to has shown me a past due bill 
for water and sewage that is now over $1,000. Seattle Housing has zeroed it out to be paid 
back to them, but this family will continue to receive bills that they cannot pay. This is a family 
with 4 children who is worried sick about this. They are English Language Learners and are 
not getting the information or resources they need to help dig them out of this hole, I'm doing 
what I can along with others, but resources are scarce. Cancelling rent payment for them 
would give them a fighting chance.  

Flora Wright     

Lauren Letsinger   
The people of Seattle need these protections. In order to reduce Covid transmission, people 
need safe homes to be in. It is crucial that we do all we can to keep people housed and 
sheltered during this ongoing crisis.  

jamika powell     

jamika powell     

Molly Miller-Petrie     

Leah Nguyen   
With another outbreak of Corona Virus and businesses being hit hard, we are not back to a 
stable position where tenants can afford rent if they are still unemployed or their business is 
not able to serve clients. 



Lilian Maina   

Its hard to even get a job now you apply no luck. Its risky too since u don't know where u can 
contract this deadly disease that has mutated so fast and now if you get it no symptoms it just 
attacks mext thing u in ICU or dead doesn't matter if you have underlying conditions or not its 
just killing people . If this govenors have a heart they should just approve this petition ..all out 
lives kids mothers grandmothers fathers sisters brothers everyone is at risk of death due to 
this virus .I plead with them to be considerate to all this families and give them the grace that 
God has given us all.  

Michelle Pavcovich     

DAVID YAO     

Ellen Tracht   

We are facing an even bigger loss next year, when the thirty percent of the people could not 
pay rent since April, will face homelessness. The public health, economic, and rent crises will 
need solutions asap. We have a very very wealthy city.  This should be common sense to 
provide for upcoming events as covid-19 is still raging in our country. 

Raemie  Bruno     

Lauren Sewell WPZ   

Oscar Brain   

Landlords in Seattle have absolute power to do as the wish (with proper notice). During this 
time when they are not allowed to raise the rent, they are trying backdoors to squeeze more 
money out of tenants by raising the utility fees, which are already higher than what they pay to 
the utilities on our behalf. They are at liberty to break every law and ordinance because they 
know the worst that will happen to them is to be told to not do it. There are no consequences 
for their willful  breaking of the laws that will discourage them from trying to get away with it, 
which they usually do. 

Kristina  Kokonis The Hook Coop   

Katherine  Flynn     

Carrie Lafferty     

Daniel Oron     

David Bjelland     

Gregory Jaspan   

We already have a homelessness crisis in Seattle. If the eviction moratorium is not extended, 
there will be thousands and thousands of newly homeless people, further deepening the 
crisis. Also, from a purely budgetary standpoint, keeping people in their homes is less costly 
than getting homeless people off the streets. 

Behnoosh Armani     

Agustin Lara-Aguilar  Community Not hace own Words  

Claire Tucker     

Harjot Kaur     

Robin Gibson     



Emma Schuster     

Ladd Smith     

Belinda Bentley     

Alex Berger     

Reeca Nash   
We're talking about our fellow human beings being put out onto the streets in the cold winter 
with no hope of finding alternative housing for any of them. It's disgusting and should be 
obvious that this can not be allowed to happen with millions effected by covid. 

Aster Grisaffi   

What we need most right now is the ability for everyone to safely lockdown. A key component 
of that is ensuring a safe housing situation for everyone. By extending the eviction moratorium 
until the end of 2021, we can do that. The best thing for this country as a whole is lockdown. 
We can do that by ensuring housing for anyone impacted by Covid. 

Jacqueline Masters Restaurant worker My industry doesn’t have many protections and I’m afraid I’ll be evicted before I am 
reasonably able to repay these debts. Seattle doesn’t need any more homeless people. 

Richard Musser 
seattle public 
schools oh ffs. Nobody has any money, how about that? 

Nathaniel Whitten IATSE Local15   

Catherine Evard --None-- These reasons for these protections should be self-evident.   

Maggie Lear     

Jacob Struiksma     

Steven Trevallee   

Historically, we bail out your precious corporations and the donors who paid for you to be 
mayor,  on a regular basis.  It’s time to put into place some meager protections for the people 
who made the corporations wealthy beyond measure.  We have all the money we need to do 
this. On your way out the door, at least do some thing that has SOME meaning.  

Nikhil Shimpi     

Maddy Greeley     

Ellen Eades 
43rd District 
Democrats   

Allex Soderman     

Summer Stevens     

Dakota Bennett 
Socialist 
Alternative   

Scott Clark 
Limestone church 
and sos ministry 

To prevent another housing and business collapse like when big banks failed and people lost 
their homes because Obama bailed out the banks and not the people which would have 
saved the banks but people are close to being homeless and jobless and loosing their 



business especially small one's local people not corporate owned but our neighbors and 
friends and family members save our smals  

Edwin Miller   
We are hurting. Forcing thousands of Seattleites to the street will help NO-ONE in the long 
term.  

Kanisha Johnson   Covid has affected us all year! Give us a year to get back right!!  

George Summers     

Eli Lain     

Kierstin Brown     

Kae Unterseher      

Martha Koester 
34th LD 
Democrats. 

When you become homeless, your chances of ever getting back into the labor force are 
significantly reduced. 

Zoey Moore     

Kemeria mustfa     

Norma Versakos   This would be the right and honorable action to take. 

Shemsu Abdo     

Phinney Bear      

James Li     

Ames Zocchi     

Amelia Jensen     

Michelle Jacobsen     

Alexandra Cotutiu     

Brandon Bee     

Elsbeth Perry     

Hannah Rose     

Megan Mathieu     

Zeny Michael Ocean     

Paige Heggie   Extraordinary times call for leaders who are extraordinary. 

Marita Diaz     

Daniel Alegria DSA, SA 
Basic human decency. It's a pandemic. Why does this require explanation? Protected 
investments for the wealthy, nothing much for the people. Estimates of 500,000 deaths before 
a turn? Provide what we need! We pay for it! It's not a request. It's life. 

Kat Chapman  SURJ   



Sofia Carroll     

Lauren Wood     

Diego Domenici     

Cynthia  Miller     

Alberto Awal   It should be extended for a year because people that don’t have essential jobs won’t be going 
back to work until the pandemic is under control  

Nina Finley     

David Lasky   This has been a tough year for so many vulnerable people.  

jon nachman     

Matthew Saunders   

I work with Denise Louie Education Center as their Family and Community Partnership 
Coordinator. I've been searching for months to find rental assistance throughout Seattle and 
Washington for the low-income families we serve which are in the hundreds. Many of them 
ask our staff if we know of any affordable housing options or rental assistance so they can 
pay their bills. But as I've searched, I keep noticing how all of our funding sources have been 
exhausted! There is not enough assistance funding to meet the demands our families are 
asking for. A lot of organizations ran it of funding months ago and aren't taking anymore 
applications for rental assistance and those that do, can only give a couple hundred because 
so many people are requesting it. Since we don't see enough funding to support people in this 
crisis, we need to extend the eviction moritorium until our economy and those that were once 
recicinf assistance or have employment are reinstated, we must extend our eviction 
moratorium and demand our city, state and federal government do the same. You can do a 
great deal of service to those in crisis by extending the eviction moratorium! 

Dawn Lindsey   
Because if not my daughter and myself will be homeless. We were just homeless 3 years ago. 
I have a disability that keeps me from working. I don't know if I can go through that ever again. 
Thank you for letting me say these few words. 

Zoleater Davis     

Quinndolyn Harley   

My wife is immunocompromised and my industry, the food service industry, is both under 
threat of collapse and constantly exposed to the worst of COVID-19. By continuing to work in 
it, I am choosing to sacrifice my wife's health to pay my landlord. Even if jobs were plenty - 
which they aren't - I wouldn't feel comfortable making that sacrifice. Restaurants need to shut 
down, rent and mortgages must be cancelled. 

Antonio Albright     

Ireland Scheer     

Joan Burton     

Asphodel Denning     



Jennifer Willingham Not applicable 
Covid19 has devastated our economy, and allowing people to fall into home stability will only 
increase the length of the pandemic, its lethality, and its economic impacts. Offsetting these 
devastating effects should be the number one priority right now! 

Ed Mays 
Ed Mays Groove 
Kitchen   

Castill  Hightower     

Thomas Jones     

Mercedes Lackey     

Teri Kimmons-Struck   As a 64 year old 'Great-Grandmother', I may face 'Homelessness'. Very Scary... 

Lauren Banquer     

eric aquino     

Linda  Burton    The people of Seattle with low to moderate income are suffering and need rent relief.  

Cameron Coyle   

We need to protect people. They need relief and need it fast. Everything mentioned needs to 
be implemented as soon as possible because we cannot let this widespread suffering last 
much longer. So many are losing everything and if not their own life during this horrible and 
painful time. If we all understand how tough it is in the job market and living off unemployment 
right now why can we not do these things? It will save lives and keep people home.  

Sheila Moore     

Dustin Hicks Capitol Hill   

Juan Jose Bocanegra 
All in for 
Washington 

It is the practical and socially temporary measure local administrations can take to protect 
working people during the pendemic! 

maggie travers King People are already stressed why add more 

Alexis Gordon   Unemployment is still a pressing issue 

Keke Walker   Because people are still with out jobs and very behind and need more time to catch up.  

Hannah Benson  North Seattlite    

Ruth Weedman   40 years of Reaganomics has not bode well for society. Do we really want citizens banging at 
the door of the castle? 

Laurel Prince Nurse    

Chris Thomsen I'm a voter Evictions cause homelessness. End evictions now! 

Megan Baker     

Trevor  Evans     

Brad Jencks     

Anna Berentson   Our local economy and workforce has had no support during covid-19. You have the power to 
help them. Do it. 



Robert Blumenthal     

Bridget Osborn   
It is the right thing to do in the middle of a deadly global pandemic.  Housing should be a 
basic human right but since it is not yet in this country the least we can do is cancel rent and 
mortgages when through no fault of their own people have lost jobs and income.   

Casey Eggleston SPS 
A new trend I've seen up in northgate is that more and more children are on the corners 
asking for change.  This was not the case before covid.  We need to support those who do not 
have their basic needs met. 

tina clere     

Stephanie  Vollmer-Juhl      

Michael Nguyen     

Angela Bellacosa     

Toni  Mills      

Rudy Rudy   
It is so important to care for community, and this is how a system can opt to care for its 
community or continue to profit off backs of people forced out of their homes. Keep people 
safe. People over profit.  

Jacqueline Gutierrez Moses lake wa I will be homeless  

Tamara Erickson      

Joe Goldberg     

Elena Degel     

Katherine Nelson     

Nicole Minkoff     

Kyra Freestar     

Olivia Kaatz     

SIERRA SMITH   

I'm currently facing 2 months behind on my rent due to lack of funds only I am working and 
my spouse is at home with our child who is online schooling and he doesn't get 
unemployment and we have tried to get rental assistance but it seems like a dead end our 
rent is 1150 a month  

Ruth Reagel     

Isis King   

Jobs are being cut with new restrictions, it's becoming more and more difficult to make tent, 
and we are in the coldest/westtest/darkest season of the year. Much more difficult to live 
outside these days if we were to be evicted. Much more depressing and disheartening for us 
folks on the edge of stability.  

Kelly White     

Ernest Jones     

Larkin Omenn     

Heather islander     



Andrew Simeone     

dan keefe     

Paige-
Madison  

Pliler  King county  
I am a single mother of three children. I was a waitress prior to this. Now i am making next to 
nothing and am making due to the graciousness of family and friends which cannot go on 
forever . I and many others need this to be extended.  

Shirley  Henderson  Squirrel Chops    

Nicole Dick     

Sarah Henshaw   It's barbaric to kick people out of their homes during a pandemic. 

Barbara Bengtsson SDSA member 

Aside from the purely humanitarian aspect of this - it's unconscionable to allow people to lose 
their homes and small businesses when they are unable to pay due to a mishandled 
pandemic and a regressive tax code that punishes the poor and rewards the rich, it would be 
a disaster for the city if the already existing homeless emergency were amplified by 
thousands more losing their homes. 

Arista May     

Ella Maierhofer SEIU 1199NW   

Elizabeth Whisnant     

Auna Stewart     

Lauren Brightwell none   

Julianne Johnson 
Julianne Johnson 
Art & Design 

I am a Seattle small business owner and renter, whose income has drastically fluctuated and 
diminished due to covid, while having to pay the same amount of rent. Discussions with my 
landlords of lowering rent to match my income yielded nothing, they only quoted their own 
rising expenses back at me. We need state support to help with these life costs. 

Mary Iannuzzi     

Mary Iannuzzi     

Lee Campbell     

Jason Thoennes     

Rachel Long     

Jeannie Shu     

Evan Priest     

Meredith Durbin     

Amber Larkin   People are dying from an uncontrolled virus and forced to either go to work to eat or stay 
home because they’re vulnerable 

Cristian Habib     



Magdalene Walters 

UAW Local 4121 
and Institute for 
Health Metrics and 
Evaluation 

Ensuring stable housing is a key component of preventing continuation of the pandemic. 
Forcing people to show evidence of hardship when the federal government has not shown 
evidence of safeguarding their economic prosperity is unethical. 

Westley Streepy     

Sinclair King     

Christopher Morrison UAW 4121   

Tim Stetter     

ashley stratton     

Samantha  Wilbur     

Cathryn Stenson   

For public health, for public safety, and for the public good, these protections must be 
extended. It would be unconscionable to allow families to be evicted in the middle of winter in 
the middle of a deadly pandemic. The COVID pandemic is worse in Washington now than at 
any point before - given that the conditions that led the government to initiate the initial 
eviction stay are currently surpassed in every metric, it’s not logical to allow the stay to expire.  

Marc Carter   
This is your mandate. The people are unprotected and you have done an adequate job of 
protecting them from predatory landlords. To protect them further, you must make these 
protections robust. 

Ian Wright     

Lauren Brown     

Peter Henry 
Seattle Education 
Association 

Many of my students' families are hurting. I know some are homeless. We need to protect 
families, it's a no-brainer. It isn't about evil landlords or anything like that, we just need to 
come together and make sure people have a place to live. 

Andrew Greenleaf     

David O'Boyle     

Aaron Shay   

It is unconscionable to put people into debt or out on the street during a viral pandemic. We 
should be helping people to stay housed in every way we can, not kicking the can down the 
road! Cancel rent and mortgages, ban evictions until the emergency is resolved! Otherwise, 
people's lives will be ruined and the economy will suffer. 

Virginie Nadimi   
This pandemic has exacerbated the inequalities that exist in Seattle. An eviction moratorium 
would help    

lisa Sandoval Empathy 
Several of my employees moved into my apartment expecting income from the jobs I had just 
hired them for then Covid hit and I was not able to extend their jobs they haven’t been able to 
get unemployment they need protection. 

Joshua Allen     



Sue Moon     

Shannon Hobbs     

Katherine Giseburt   The pandemic is raging even worse than ever! People need protections! 

Chris Speckhardt   evictions are violence. everyone deserves a home, especially in the middle of winter during a 
pandemic when the CDC wants everyone to isolate and shelter in place.  

Kelly Bennett   People need homes!! 

Jeff Cornell   

If businesses are forced into closure for the public health and safety then it logically follows 
that people and businesses who are financially hobbled by these closures need to be 
protected from loss of income, livelihood and home. Let the banks and the landlords step up 
and do their part, along with everyone else. 

Cecelia McBride   the wealth disparity in Seattle is atrocious 

Zach Chambers     

Alisa Cox   
Landlords have price-gouged the renters for a decade. No reason they, and banks, should not 
share the economic burden. Citizens cited homelessness as the #1 priority when you were 
elected before the pandemic. Use your position to not make it 10x worse! 

Cecilia Mayer     

Joubon Nathan   We all are struggling to pay bills during this pandemic!  

Brooke Hanson   Evictions are super spreaders! Keep people safe by keeping them housed! 

Erica Loforte     

Wallis Bolz     

Heidi Sadri     

James Winniford 
Seattle Evening 
March 

Because COVID has made my job lose business and I don’t get enough hours. I am not 
making enough to get by and the partial unemployment checks don’t do anything.  
I can’t afford to be alive while COVID is rampant.  

Rachel Briegel     

Laura Lee Sturm     

Emily Lesnick   
Who will pay for the twin crisis of COVID and the capitalist recession - big business, or 
working people? We have to fight to ensure big business pays for the housing debt crisis, not 
working people who have struggled and suffered during COVID. 

Lynn Doan     

Maya Green UAW 4121   

TERECE EDWARDS   
We have not moved passed the Covid issue. Help and support will be needed for months to 
come. 

Colleen Rowe     

Naomi DeVore     



Andrew Melim 
Democratic 
Socialists of 
America   

Aaron Bowersock   
While billionaires across the nation have raked in nearly a trillion dollars, everyday people 
faced the worst economy since the depression. We do not have the funds to survive this. You 
can only push a populace so far before it breaks. 

Beatriz Lacombe 
Socialist 
Alternative 

It's deeply, deeply shameful and cruel that the establishment and Mayor Durkan are 
attempting to evict working class families in the middle of a pandemic and in the middle of 
winter, all while billionaires and the top corporations are making a killing this year and 
increasing their fortunes by the minute. Working class people are falling deeper into debt and 
cannot afford their rent. The solution is not eviction. Cancel rent NOW and stop the evictions. 

Lilith Langston     

Xtian Gunther   

Because our mostly inept, privileged politicians didn't do the only morally correct thing and 
cancel the entire rent/mortgage/lease payment system for the duration of the pandemic, 
further strengthening financial stalwarts whe screwing those put at economic disadvantage 
through no fault of our own. Stop being cold, callous, inept and ignorant and, at least, do this. 
#bareminimum 

Lisa Jilk     

Kathy  Marshall  Capitol Hill  

Always the individuals to feel the brunt of any downturn are our most vulnerable. Homeless, 
the working poor, those living paycheck to paycheck. We are exhausted. We try. We try very 
hard, every day. There was no cushion - we don’t own stocks, a 401k, retirement investment 
is a dream. Now, thousands of us are joining our unhoused friends. Washington will have 
empty apartments and many more families on the streets. Please consider this. We have 
nothing left. Nothing.  

Marifran Assaf 
The SweatBox 
Yoga   

Emily  Eddy     

Kathy Marshall   

I am an out of work Mental Health Therapist. I haven’t worked in a year. No savings, no 
retirement left. I have a brain tumor I am waiting for a surgery on. COVID has changed my 
world. Everything is gone. I live in a small apartment on Capitol Hill. Where do I go? A tent in 
the park? That is NEXT. Truly. I’ve always paid my mortgage on time. Now this. Please help 
us. Thank you.  

Anna Hopkins   Because if we don’t a mass influx of homeless and there is no place to send them 

Isabelle Pallat     

Jack Banh     

Kevin Vitz-Wong 
Socialist 
Alternative No one should be evicted at the height of winter and the pandemic.  



Justin Vinson SEA union rep   

Lucy Copper     

Dave Ellenwood      

Patrick Cooley     

Anton Harle     

Jenn Marcum SRA Nobody should ever be living on the streets.  

Corry Lee-Boehm Greenwood This pandemic is hard enough without the threat of losing one's home or business. 

James Chen     

Jesse Barbour     

Lauren Tozzi 
Poor Peoples 
Campaign Because of HUMANITY!! 

Robert Matos     

Lauren Tozzi 
Poor Peoples 
Campaign For the sake of people's lives and humanity! 

MARIE ABAYA artist   

Jennifer Ackerley   For once, please show that government truly cares for its people.  

Fiona Reilly   It’s a global pandemic and our government is, as always, only concerned about profit and not 
human lives. People over property! 

Ben Griffin     

Jerome Veith     

Magnolia Klee     

Michael Munro   We need bold action in these times to protect working people. Seattle claims to be 
"progressive" and must uphold those values 

Hailey Baker Nope!   

Marni Jacobs     

Jesse Maritz   

There are sale signs and rent signs going up all around my neighborhood. I know these 
places are occupied and the owner is planning to evict in the middle of winter. Going to the 
store all the small talk you hear is how the economy has been destroyed and nobody has 
done anything to help the workers. This doesn't end well if actions arent taken to support the 
literal base of the entire economy. 

Auryanna Holmes   
Because people shouldn't have to choose between food and shelter. Because our homeless 
population is large enough as it is and there is already being very little done to help them. 
Because having a home should be a right and not a privilege. 



Paula Brown SEIU 1199NW 

In the middle of these crazy times in our country, we need to be prioritizing people and their 
health security. I understand there is a process in regards to evicting people, but that is not 
the solution. Understandably people cannot pay their rents, due to losing their jobs, because 
of the pandemic. Why would we be so heartless to throw them out on the streets. The United 
States has lost sight of what it is to take care of it's people. I am ashamed of how this country 
has dealt with this pandemic.  

Kate Simpson     

Phoebe Feldsher   
The lowest paid workers can not bear the brunt of this pandemic. We were in a housing crisis 
before the pandemic hit, and we can't allow this to drive more people and families into the 
street. We can't let capital take precidence over life.  

Diane Thomas   We must not allow people to be on the streets due to this pandemic. 

Jeff Morrison   With so many people still out of work, having evictions go through during the bleakest months, 
right as we’re on the cusp of a vaccine, is unconscionable. 

RACHAEL REESE     

Basha Nachman     

Danielle Daniels   
My husband and I both lost our jobs due to Covid. However we have been able to pay rent. 
Now we can't without the extra unemployment. Our landlord has raised our rent during this 
time and is now threatening to sell the house we live in. We need help. 

Joey Butler     

Kristen Bechtold     

Austin Johnson 
Beacon hill 
neighborhood 

Folks all around us are still out of work. We must not allow even more folks to become 
homeless while houses and apartments sit empty.  

M N     

Thom Niels   Don't starve our voters. 

Donovan Gesting PCO 37th Dem Housing is a HUMAN RIGHT 

Gretchen Martini   i don’t want to be homeless 

Tasha Peterson     

Annie Lalish     

Elizabeth  Hurd   

We are going through another economic recession and our government has failed the 
American people by putting profit over human life. The moratorium needs to be extended to 
prevent more unjust suffering and loss of life. People are being forced to choose between 
food and rent, struggling to find work, childcare, and the medical care needed to prevent and 
treat people and the spread of this pandemic. Look at all the other countries that actually 
provided people with enough money to survive, bc now they’ve got the virus under control and 
haven’t sacrificed hundreds of thousands of people like the US has. Do what is right and 
extend the moratorium, otherwise you have blood on your hands.  



Susan Curtiss     

Brenton LaBrie   I want my tax dollars spent on covid relief starting with housing and feeding folks.  

Nicole Dyer   
We have to protect and care for our community! which are the PEOPLE that live here, not the 
corporations!  

Christopher Natale Seattle DSA   

Seth Pacleb      

Myyk Seok   
These are messed up time and we need to do what's best for those who are most vulnerable. 
I'm a landlord and this is really what's right. Most landlords can afford the loss more than their 
tenants. 

Matthew Colasurdo   Evictions will only hurt the economic recovery that we are going to need in the up coming 
years. Evictions only cause more housing insecurity which is the wrong direction for Seattle. 

Michael Ryker     

Chrsitfer Kammeyer   Data shows that marginalized communities are suffering the most under this pandemic. The 
least local government can do is provide protections.  

Venus Stevens     

Cierra Gonzalez     

Elizabeth Strong     

Amy Richards District 3 

The city must protect our neighbors from ruin. Most financial experts say people should have 
6mos of emergency savings on hand. This level of savings is out of reach for most (and 
particularly our most vulnerable neighbors), due to high cost of living in this area. But 
regardless, the pandemic has been going on for 9 months and people just are not going to 
have cushion left to weather this. It's clear we aren't committing the resources needed to 
house the houseless, and it's wintertime, so it's extra imperative that we keep people housed. 
I am sick of watching small businesses close, and I'm tired of feeling like if I don't support 
them, they will just be allowed to fail. I don't own my own place (due to high housing costs and 
our capitulation to NIMBYs on building more housing) so I am trying to make sure I can save 
enough so I can stay housed should Covid start to affect my income. It's unreasonable 
pressure on individuals all around. Extend the eviction moratorium. Forgive 
rent/mortage/penalties/utility fees. Make sure folks stay housed. It's the ethical and correct 
thing to do. Otherwise, it's more folks in tents, in cars, in the rain, in the cold, getting harassed 
and violently swept by our out of control police. It's not right. 

Tom Barnard      

Patrizia Hironimus 
Disaster Relief 
Advocate  To help relieve the cycle of poverty that renters are enduring during this pandemic  

Anna Selset   Protecting the vulnerable families and businesses is most important right now the long term 
success of the community depends on it. 



Patty Zeitlin Please Select So that people aren't left homeless in the cold dark winter with Covid on the rise, 
please extend this program. 

Erika Lee   
We must do everything we can to promote public safety amidst this pandemic. Evictions will 
lead to homelessness. There are not enough resources in this city to support the houseless 
community as it stands. We must do more to support this city.  

Shea Baxter Bellows     

Abbie 
Baughman 
Greenfield 

  COVID is still going strong, restrictions are still in place. Nothing is back to normal and making 
more people homeless will only hurt people, not help them.  

Astacia Carter   This is the minimum the city should be doing. Rent forgiveness is what is necessary because 
thousands of families will be evicted and homeless at the end of the moratorium  

Pam Gray     

Jennifer Power     

Doug Barnes 
Freedom Socialist 
Party 

Thousands upon thousands in this area are facing eviction due to no fault of their own, extend 
and strengthen the eviction moratorium now, and back rent needs to be paid by the 
government, not those who are suffering the most! 

Don Eaton 
Seattle Schools 
(SEA Represented) 

It’s hard to imagine why we wouldn’t protect our neighbors from eviction at the holidays.  This 
is the proverbial no-brainer. 

James Renola   Sense of community 

Arren Lenau     

Valerie Hedrick   Eviction during a pandemic is a death sentence. No rent debt!  

Craig S Jones WCAN Renters have always fought for protections and now, more than ever, we need to take action!  

Julia Buck     

Ben Curran 
Watershed Pub & 
Kitchen   

Brighid Kennedy   We must protect housing security. It would be a disaster to allow evictions before Covid has 
left and before people can recover financially from the pandemic.  

Lauren Shepherd     

Lauren Shepherd     

Mark Paschal     



Michaelyn Erickson 

Lewis County 
Permaculture 
Society, Organic 
Farmer, Farmers 
Market Manager, 

We should have frozen all rent/mortgage/bank/utility payments and implemented Basic 
Universal Income from the start of the pandemic. We needed to pay people to stay at home 
for the safety of all our vulnerable community members.  
If we are going to come out of this with any kind of local economies in tact and a minimal 
wealth gap increase, we need additional protections like those explained in this petition.  
This is a larger picture opportunity for us to shift focus away from growth economy and toward 
renewable energies, businesses, job training, etc. Green New Deal. No one will thrive in an 
oceanless climate.  

TV COAHRAN ggnzla RECORDS   

Anna Ludwig     

Christina Scheuer     

Mac Scotty McGregor 
PFLAG & LGBTQ 
Allyship It is unimaginable to put more people on the streets during winter in a pandemic.  

Rosario 
Maria  

Medina   
  

Charles Smith     

Timothy Richards   Public health necessity  

Jonna McCurry      

Jasmine Rackley      

Mitchum Soberanis     

Lagina Shelby     

Syed Taqi   I'll get evicted otherwise.  

Cameron McKenzie   To keep everyone safe at home! 

Savannah Pearce   

I myself am a small business owner and have many friends who are barely scraping by during 
these pandemic conditions. No one should be living paycheck to paycheck, plus, Seattle is 
already ridiculously expensive. Help the people of this city. Support those who support the 
city. Do better. 

Sydney  MacLean      

Lynne Hyerle     

Hannah  Won     

Kristin Larson --None--   

Shane Lavers     

r wood     



Dustin Cardenas   

People who can't work because their customers don't want to go out and risk killing other 
Americans should not be punished for things outside their control. Tax Bezos and all the 
assholes who've gotten rich while hundreds of thousands of Americans lost their jobs and 
have to wait in food bank lines just to eat. This is not hard.  

Ryan Thompson     

Josh Meier     

Kassey Castro     

Elam Grekin     

Michael Vitz-Wong 
Socialist 
Alternative   

Elias Harkins     

Erin Briggs District 3 resident   

Richard Husted     

Amy Harrington   
It's just absolutely cruel and inhuman to evict people in WINTER during a PANDEMIC. This is 
literally the bare minimum that can be done, and I fully expect you to make the right decision 
and support your citizens. Thank you 

Rachelle Barkley   I had 2 part time jobs which lead my to my debt on rent. My 2nd job had to to with food handle 
so i still cant find a stable 2nd job. 

Rachelle Barkley   I had 2 part time jobs which lead my to my debt on rent. My 2nd job had to to with food handle 
so i still cant find a stable 2nd job. 

Kristi Boes   
Allowing landlords to evict residence during a pandemic is not only inhumane, it goes against 
every public health recommendation.  We are already in a state of emergency regarding 
homelessness and they system cannot take on more.  

Isabella Richter de Medeiros     

Jessica Scalzo     

Laura Stembridge     

John Shifley     

Michelle  Tubby    

Because as a country we are bailing out corporations and leaving individuals And small 
businesses behind and it is not acceptable. I want my tax money to go to my fellow citizens, 
who should not be made homeless due to a pandemic that we weren’t prepared for because 
of the Trump administration. 

Katie Ketchum     

John Schleicher     

Chandrika Francis 
Oshun Swim 
School Because it's the right and just thing to do.  



Elyssa Tappero   Housing is a basic human right and to let people die on the street is literally evil.  

Elizabeth Young     

Wayne Lichty     

Glenn Thureson   If we do not enact it there will be countless more people living on the streets of Seattle. 

Dustin  Curtis    Real estate is an investment and isnt guaranteed. Protect the citizens and let the investors 
work out commercial help. They have assists.  

Jessica Griffiths B.A.D   

Angelo Domitri     

Sally Soriano 

32nd LD 
Democrats, PCO, 
SEA-2216,  Single 
Payer Action 

Mayor Durkan, as the coronavirus pandemic escalates, city government must answer with this 
humane response: an immediate extension and strengthening of the existing eviction 
moratorium for a minimum of one year.  

Maya Mcgrory     

Marie Culp     

Roxanne Berg     

Peter Brodkin     

Cherylann Brown     

Elizabeth Burke     

Jordan Quinn 
Socialist 
Alternative 

Workers, tenants, and small homeowners did not cause this crisis and often are many of the 
essential people keeping things running during this pandemic. No one should be homeless 
because they can't make rent or a mortgage in this unprecedented time. 

Aidan Judge     

Claire Fontaine DSA   

Tori Nakamatsu-Figaroa     

Devon Peterka     

Conor Dolloff   We need to help people. 

Gaël  Eichler   Homes and life stability vastly outweigh the social cost of limited lost profit. If that is an issue, 
pass pandemic benefits in form of direct cash assistance.  

Dolly Candy     

Clayton Richardson   
These are just no-brainer reforms in a time when we're on the upward swing of a public health 
crisis. 

Sam Harkness   I work as a domestic violence survivor housing advocate, and I'm about to see many of the 
survivors my organization works with get evicted once the moratorium lifts because the city is 
too afraid to allow a rent and mortgage freeze because the banks need their money. Durkan 



cares more about banks keeping money rather than the survivors struggling to maintain 
housing in her city. 

devi taylor     

Tyressa Williams     

Katherine Jendrey   Because we need to protect people from losing their business/homes. 

Elizabeth Stephenson     

Cynthia Ferrer     

Zoe Garrett     

Lonnie Lopez     

Katherine Marshello   Cancel rent! Tax corporate & wealthy members of the community to cover the costs, not hard-
working people who have suffered endlessly this year.  

Magen Hauser      

Eloisa Baez Jones Capitol Hill 
Evicting people in a pandemic and financial crisis puts people in danger and worsens this 
city’s housing problem. We need to be finding solutions to get people into housing not 
protecting landlords and corporations financial interests. 

Morgan Bartlett DSA I work in housing and homeless services, and would rather not see my work trampled by 
Durkan sending a massive influx of new clients my way come the new year. Simple as that.  

Broehe Karpenko   Now's the time to stand with humanity 

Elizabeth Stephenson     

Erina Riley     

Olivia Heath     

Adrian Garcia     



Sara Buck   

I’m an RN who works in pediatric psych in Seattle. Families are in extreme crisis now due to 
financial and other pressures right now. It is already unbearably expensive to reside a family 
right now. But, having worked with homeless services, I can also say that single people also 
easily fall through the cracks. We must ensure that people do not lose their housing because 
of the economic crisis brought on by this pandemic.  
 
It is much easier to maintain people in their housing than it is to rehouse people who have lost 
it. People who have become homeless have difficulty taking care of their daily needs, let 
alone getting work, not to mention the stress greatly exacerbates physical and mental health 
issues. 
 
Do not let the citizens of your city fall into homelessness. We can take care of everyone. 

Steve Potter     

Matthew Anderson     

Brent Bartlett   I am currently unemployed, and unemployment insurance does not cover all of my expenses. 
Additionally, I will no longer have income once the insurance is cut off on Dec. 26. 

Marshall Bender     

Erin Armbruster   

Me and everyone in my immediate circle will be facing eviction come the beginning of the year 
if something doesn't happen. I have worked  my entire life and because I decided to take time 
away from work to focus on school, I will not receive unemployment and spent 6 months 
trying to find work, so now owe thousands of dollars in back-rent. And while I am working 
now, I am making just enough to disqualify me for apple health and food stamps, but not 
enough to do more than pay my rent and feed myself going forward.  

Greta Pedersen   It's unconscionable to evict people in this pandemic in one of the most expensive cities in the 
country with such a huge wealth disparity. Human life is more valuable than property. 

Karyn McKelvey     

Anthony Hutchinson     

PJ Hase     

Audrey Mladina   

At an unprecedented time like this it’s our duty to look out for our people. If we don’t stop 
evictions we stand to see the homeless crisis worsen beyond already bad levels in the city. 
Everybody out there is just trying to survive, and we should be doing all we can to help them. 
You never know when that might be you. 

Susan Helf none 
If the ban on evictions isn't extended, tens of thousands of Seattle residents will be forced out 
of their homes and onto the streets with no hope of shelter or services. This will make Tear 
Gas Jenny happy, but it will lead to more suffering and death for our unhoused neighbors.  

Lucy  Bowers-Wildblood    In the middle of the worst part of the pandemic it is the right thing to do.  



Rachael Tatman   Seattle was already facing a housing crises before the pandemic. Eviction protections are the 
only way to keep it from escalating, at a catastrophic cost to human life and well being.  

Amol Patwardhan     

Amora Blessing     

Sarra Loew   This is an unprecedented time for everyone, and we need bold solutions to take care of our 
fellow citizens. Kicking them out in the cold is a terrible way to handle this crisis.  

Evan Goad     

CERA JACKSON     

Ryan Ike     

Rachel Hanna     

Jeremy Thornes     

Amanda Andrews Nordstrom   

Neona Lowe     

Isla Elkins     

Muhash  Sanjofy CAPI   

geo d’alosio      

Maia Ayoola   
We need people to stay home to stop the pandemic but they can’t if they have to work to pay 
rent 

Niambi Kanye     

Cordell Pierce     

Petar Petrovic     

Kyra MacFarlane     

Gurkeert Bagri     

Craig S Jones WCAN   

Laura Taylor   We all know the Great Depression was not ended by FDR saying “fend for yourselves we’re 
out of money unless you’re a billionaire”  

Mihret Haile      

Caitlin J     

Vanessa  Skantze      

Sarah Gunderson     

Chelsea Rustad     

Xen Eldridge   Housing is a basic human right! 

Peter MICHAELS     



Jennifer Harris 
South Seattle 
resident 

Our communities are buckling under the stress. We need stability, which starts with shelter 
and food. 

Erika Myers   
we are in the middle of a health crisis and the government has offered no stimulus except for 
once in April  

Jessie Leigland     

Sylvia Hadnot     

Jack Crow UFCW 21   

Jean Kallas   

Our city already has an emergency situation with the amount of our citizens without homes. 
To add hundreds, maybe thousands more is not something we are equipped to handle. The 
best way to help with homelessness is prevention. This extended moratorium is our best 
defense.  

Lindsay  Hitchcock      

Joseph Hufford   I'm a small landlord with 7 units.  I understand, however, that my rights to property and profit 
are not comparable to my tenant's right to a stable and safe domicile.  

Tiffany Janibagian DSA  

We cannot have families out on the streets with their children if we are to be a civilized 
society.  We cannot compound our homelessness epidemic during a pandemic by putting 
businesses and individual’s first.  Your legacy is at stake.  Do you want thousands more 
deaths just so somebody could turn a buck? 
 
Thank you, 
Tiffany 

Gwen Delmore   This is a major crisis, a humanitarian crisis, please set this moratorium! 

Zu Leika     

Amanda Drey   

We cannot tell people it's not safe to work, close their places of business to stop community 
spread of COVID, and then continue to require everyone to pay rent.  If you do not extend the 
moratorium now you are effectively guaranteeing that thousands more people end up living on 
the street.   

Kate O'Day     

Clarita Hinojosa DSA   

Betty Tweedy     

Zack Foust   because common sense 

Sarah Steilen   It’s the right thing to do. People first 

Julia Ricciardi     

Paula Ning     

Daniel Sholtis   We should not succumb to corporate greed, if they did what the preached and had saved 
money they would not be attempting to force people out of homes and businesses. 

Poni Colina     



Kyle Applegate     

Quin McKinley      

Allison Kerr     

Camins Bretts 
The Hook Artisan 
Cooperative    

Michelle Kim     

Iz Y     

Brooke Travis     

Kira Evitts     

Olivia Hamilton Local 76-493 AFM   

Meg Thompson     

Caroline Goodell   
We're in the middle of a pandemic and facing a severe economic recession, and the people 
who are going to be affected most brutally by it need to be protected, taken care of, not 
thrown out on the street. 

Maia Durfee     

Nadelyn  King     

Sharon Zweiback   

Seattle rents are climbing while people are loosing their jobs or not getting any raises. As an 
educator I see my students loosing their housing and becoming homeless, in addition to 
having to move because of my own rent increase. I also fear layoffs and no raises due to the 
decrease of the state budget next year. Something needs to give!  

David Rodriguez   No one asked or was trying to get behind. The pandemic is beyond anyones control. We need 
protections for that reason  

Cathy Sevey     

Linus Binns     

Robert  Hamilton     

Emmett Moss District 5   

Sarah Leever     

EVAN KROBOTH   We cannot allow our neighbors to be careless cast into the cold. It is immoral and needlessly 
cruel to exacerbate the suffering of our fellow citizens by allowing these protections to expire. 

Giana O'Shaughnessy   These protections must be extended to protect and prioritize the health and safety of our 
communities over the income of landlords. 

Francesca Loo     

Collin Ellis-Fartale     

Elena Siamas     



Adair Schmidt     

Christina Bengtson 
PCO 44th LD 
Democrats We must protect our citizens during a pandemic. 

Dante Meola 
End the Deadly 
Exchange Seattle   

Harmony  Mabrey   
This pandemic is not over. Let's not compound by expanding our unhoused population 
exponentially by allowing mass evictions where they will also not have access to shelter and 
sanitation they need to stay healthy. 

tiaT pearson     

Ellen Kendall None 
Loss of income was not the fault of renters! Those who are extremely well off and capable of 
paying should step in and not make those least powerful carry this extra and potentially 
devastating burden! 

Erin Mathieu   

Peoples’ livelihoods are more important than corporate landlords making another million! The 
job of our government is to take care of everyone, not to aid and abet corporate thieves who 
make a killing while most of us suffer. Extend and expand renter and small business 
protections NOW! 

Michelle Kim     

Ericka Cox      

Stevi Hamill   

As a person of faith, I believe that we must take care of one another. Losing housing is a loss 
of stability, ability to maintain a mailing address, meet basic needs, stay sheltered in place 
during this pandemic, and so much more. It’s up to the city to make sure that our citizens 
don’t lose these fundamental tools for surviving and thriving.  

Steve Mansur   Im already low income. Seattle rents are a joke. 

Sean Ledbetter   
Putting people on the street won’t get these greedy corporate landlords more money. Let 
them stay where they are until they can get work after the covid vaccine becomes available to 
the American people.  

Marisa Morales   
Homelessness and houselessness puts vulnerable people in even more vulnerable positions. 
Forcing people to couch surf, sleep outdoors or in crowded shelters spreads COVID and puts 
EVERYONE in Seattle at risk. Protecting the most vulnerable among us protects us ALL 

Theresa Gozzo     

Leanna Keith     

Kris Hutchins Seattle DSA   

Madeline Lacy     

Mayanka McCullough   Covid has had a devastating impact on the livelihoods of so many people.  



Linda Moore   
It's so important to have the security of a home, especially during this pandemic. Please do 
the right things to extend this moratorium. 
Thank you 

Natasha Vhugen     

Tiffany Janibagian DSA  

We cannot have families out on the streets with their children if we are to be a civilized 
society.  We cannot compound our homelessness epidemic during a pandemic by putting 
businesses and individual’s first.  Your legacy is at stake.  Do you want thousands more 
deaths just so somebody could turn a buck? 
 
Thank you, 
Tiffany 

Glenda Cummins Community 
Thousands of Washington residents have lost their jobs due to COVID19 and no fault of their 
own. It is imperative to extend the Moratorium,  and allow for workable payment 
arrangements.  

Michael Bailey Renter in Seattle  

Circumstances in this city and across the nation have only gotten worse since the pandemic 
started 10 months ago. Without any real help from the city, and without national help 
anywhere in site, not helping renters now will only make every problem in this city worse. 
From homelessness to police violence to the pandemic itself, please support your Seattle 
community.  

Nancy  Glaser     

Cleo  Price Community  People ate suffering at this time and it isn’t their fault, our  President and Legislators have 
failed the people, they are not going without. 

René Rodríguez   Because we are in an economically crippling pandemic. Besides I want to live in a world of 
mutual aid, not one in which vampire landlord are more important than the common worker. 

Justin Jennings     

Denise Royston   So many people are unable to find employment, not through lack of effort or desire, simply 
because we are in a global economic crisis. 

Siobhan Flood     

Marissa Larkin     

Daniel Alegria   The predatory system we are suffering under is willing to sacrifice regular people for profit and 
power. We need help period. Basic humanity. Help. 

Coral Blankinship Community Housing is a human right 

Rachel Ravitch 
Homeless 
Organizing 
Community Seattle   

Danielle Mapes     



Leah Cooke 
Low income 
Seattle resident!!!! 

We already have a huge issue with homelessness in Seattle!!! Getting back into a home after 
eviction is extremely difficult!! Rent's have skyrocketed and are already not affordable to 
most!!!! How do you expect thousands of people to recover from this blow to the economy if 
they don't have the basic necessities or security of survival??? You don't!!! That is why this is 
absolutely mandatory!!!  

Melissa Flesch 
South Seattle 
denizen   

Andrew Plumlee   Why are working class people expected to pay for the economic shortfall of the pandemic 
while major corporations are recording record profits!? 

Erica Goodwin   
We cannot afford to hurt people any more than the pandemic already has, support our 
community! 

Charles Gaston   Stop the sweeps, kick out Teargas Jenny. 

Lauren  Hernandez      

Sonia Alexander     

Nikola Neel     

Kellie MacPhee     

Cliff Ames     

Ananda Valenzuela     

Sia Nica 

University of 
Washington; Arts 
Corps; The Vera 
Project   

Rebekah Brown    
Common sense (its been COVID, what do you  expect people to do), financial sense (it costs 
less to keep people housed than it does to deal with homelessness), moral sense (it’s just the 
right thing to do) 

DeShawn Johnson   
Unfortunately many people like myself have been financially affected  by the pandemic and 
still in so many ways still are affected so extending the rent moratorium would be the most 
logical thing to do until we have a vaccine.  

Jessica Smith     

jonathan zwickel     

Kellie Dunn IATSE 887 
The eviction moratorium helped my family stay in our home when our lease expired last 
month and enabled us to negotiate a deal with our landlords. I want others to have the same 
opportunity to remain safe during this public health crisis.  

Joe Albright      



Tomica DeBlaw   

I'm one whom is very familiar with this economic recession American people are facing. We 
must take a stand for those whom cannot take a stand for themselves and these companies 
must realize that we the people pay taxes, so it's ok for deposits to be made into these banks 
but there is no withdrawal, How fair is that? When help is needed to individuals they should 
give back and not continously look out just for the rich and powerful pockets. 

Shontelle Reyna     

ELI LARA   We don't have any money! We need to extend benefits and make sure no one is evicted! 

Christine Hutchison     

Toby de Luca   Profitting off a pandemic is a crime against humanity 

James Bangerter     

Melany Bell 
Independent 
Contract Educator 

For all of us to recover wie all need help. That's what our community, our government our 
taxes and loyalty to our country, stands one. No Citizen left out of basic protection under the 
law. It's Obscene in a pandemic of this magnitude to have to beg for in a civilized nation. 

Frank Calvert   Our landlord is trying to make up for lost business revenue in his other ventures by passing 
rent increases on to me.  Its criminal that that I have to supplement the lifestyle of the rich.   

Jessica  DiMaggio     

cathy henschel-mcgerry     

DeShawn Johnson   
Unfortunately many people like myself have been financially affected  by the pandemic and 
still in so many ways still are affected so extending the rent moratorium would be the most 
logical thing to do until we have a vaccine.  

Sheryl  Brown 
Negucci Women In 
Construction    

Ericka Calvert     

Tara Pozo LWEA I am an elementary school teacher and I know how many families are struggling right now. 
We need to do whatever we can to keep people in their homes until the pandemic is over.  

Jennifer Lundgren 
Seattle Central 
Community 
College student 

Everyone needs a place to stay. The pandemic has left many people unemployed. Leaving 
people on the street worsens the economy, the spread of Covid and the homeless crisis in 
Seattle. 

Nathan Feuerborn     

Melvyn Marroquin 
Brown People of 
Seattle 

People deserve a break. If youre not waving rent, at least give people a chance to catch up. 
Financially, it would stabilize individuals. Less legal recourse tying up the legal system. Less 
people on government aid. More people growing wealth and stability. More happy voters. 
Less unemployment. 

Charlotte Minor     

Andrew Arpin     



Felisha Bolzenthal   People deserve to live without being constantly stressed out about how to male ends meet 
and where they're going to live. 

anya fortygin   

Many of my neighbors have given up and left our community. Their departure coincides with 
the boarded up mess on the streets.. The sounds of unrest and anguish outside our windows 
makes it hard to sleep at night.  The vast amount of tent cities and single shivering lumps 
occupying parks and sidewalks is morally devastating to live with. Seattle people are losing 
their homes, their safety nets and everything that they held dear. We need hope. We need a 
safety net. We need our roofs. 

Sam Ortinier    

Keeping people in their homes is cheaper than finding homes for homeless people...and given 
that I still have unhoused neighbors, it's obvious that we haven't yet found homes for folks that 
were homeless before the pandemic! Right now, we have the power to literally prevent people 
from becoming homeless. It's obviously the right thing to do.  
 
This seems like a good time to look at how our communities can really and actually treat 
housing as a right going forward.  

Olivia Moseley     

ASHLEY PICKENS     

Michael O'Dell Renter    

Nora Fujita-Yuhas     

Nicole Southwell     

Lonán Hamlin   Cancel rent!! Why should landlord’s income be guaranteed when workers’ are not? If staying 
home is how we stay safe, housing should be free. 

Eu Jax     

Jack Francis   

Tens of millions of working people across the country have lost their jobs or lost income since 
the pandemic struck in March. Some 530,000 Seattle/King County residents have filed for 
unemployment since March. Struggling small business owners have had to close their doors, 
with inadequate government support.  

Brendan Coughlin   

Prior to the pandemic, Seattle ranked #1  in income inequality in America. It ranks in the top 5 
in homeless rate, regressive taxation rate, and mean rental pricing. Ending the moratorium 
during the worst pandemic in at least a century will exasperate the humanitarian crisis that 
already exists in the Seattle area. Record tax paying citizens are currently dealing with a food 
crisis. Ending the moratorium will unequivocally create a local health crisis of incredible 
magnitude. Leaders who choose to ignore this crisis are negligent and will contribute to the 
pain, suffering, and death of many.   



Victoria Scroggins   

I am a bartender. I am also 51 with severe asthma. I won't be able to work until I'm 
vaccinated. I'm five months behind in rent.. I'm in the hospital right now with after a serious 
orrthopedic surgery. I won't even be walking when the moratorium. ends. Once I start working 
after vaccination, it would take me years to pay off the back rent.  

RJ Dumo 
United Way of King 
County 

If the eviction moratorium ends, Seattle will face one of the worst housing and public health 
crises in this generation. With many families and individuals being at risk of eviction, they will 
have no place to stay home and stay healthy if they are forced out of their homes. The 
COVID-19 case count is at at an all time high and will only skyrocket if the moratorium ends. 
Healthcare workers are already burnt out and hospitals may near max capacity in the coming 
months. This situation is a ticking time bomb and the moratorium ending may be the very 
trigger to the explosion. We need to extend the moratorium and expand relief to avoid the 
coming chaos that will ensue. 

Linda Story Mrs. Seattle has a homeless problem. 

Timothy Roghaar LGBTQ 
They must be extended out of sheer human decency. I can see how things have been 
complicated without any help from the federal government, but that is no excuse for Durkan 
(idiot) to not extent the moratorium. I’m blown away and disgusted that this is even a question. 

Amanda Heminger   

 Prior to 2018 my children and I were homeless for six years. Even though we were fleeing 
domestic violence, we were never able to recieve affordable housing. Only after my ex 
husband committed suicide by jumping off of the Ship Canal Bridge were we able to get an 
apartment.  I can't really afford rent, but it was the only place that would accept my rental and 
credit history. Things were hard enough before th er pandemic.  Now I can't get a part time 
job because of the pandemic. I contracted Covid-19 and could not make it to the methadone 
clinic after a year and a half of sobriety. I fainted in front of my children and received a 
concussion.  I had seizures also. I wasnt able to get treatment for 20 days. All the ordering out 
for meals and groceries affected my ability to budget. Also the ubers to hospitals and 
pharmacies. When I was hallucinating from being near death I weird stuff on the internet I 
don't remember buying. Anyway  it is Christmas and I'm short on rent. I dont want to be 
homeless again. 

Esther John 
Friends Committee 
on National 
Legislation   

jonathan snider     

Michael Barton     

Tim Stetter     

Catherine Files     

Benjamin Rew     

Leslie Dahlin     



Vanessa  P     

Jacqueline Colon   

The majority of America is NOT middle class, and it hasn't been for several generations. WE 
ARE the POOR. We can't do anymore than what we are doing. We have nowhere to go. If we 
are put out in the streets, there will be a huge community of homeless and counties of tent 
cities. Once this happens, it will be impossible to undo. Also, the landlords will be left with 
empty apartments that they WILL NOT fill because future renters will find more community 
support in tent cities. It would behoove city, county and state reps to assist the homeless 
coalition to come. We are bigger, stronger and ANGRY and we have Right on our side. 

Graham Klym     

Xena Eckert     

Brittaney Shanta   These protections must be extended because it's the right thing to do.  We don't need another 
big business lacky. 

James Snell     

James Mulcare     

chance fritz     

Kristen  Hatch   
It will take many people months to recover financially even after the pandemic is controlled 
and no individual should be penalized and houseless for that. Refusing to do so will create a 
dystopia in this city that no one wants to experience. 

Alexandra  Gobeille  
Democratic 
socialists of 
America  BASIC HUMAN COMPASSION 

Renée  Gordon   We have enough homeless on the streets! 

angela lim   

Protections like these are necessary to stop the widening of the wealth gap. During one of the 
most challenging year, no one- including our fellow Seattlites-- should have to worry about 
being kicked out of their home because of the impacts of COVID-19. If they were to be 
displaced they would be even more vulnerable to the virus. 

Isabella Ramirez     

Karolin Lund   Extraordinary times call for extraordinary measures. A pandemic is no time to be moving 
people to the streets. 

Taylor Walters     

BRAD AMELL DESC Vulnerable adults being evicted to the streets during a pandemic, in the winter, is not 
acceptable. Emergency shelter beds are extremely sparse. 

Meghna Shankar Sunrise UW   

Adam Bloom     



Keshia Elder   

Protecting one another is vital in these times of uncertainty and unrest. Seattle has such a 
large unhoused population that is not being properly cared for by the city, and to not protect 
people who are just barely holding on to what they currently have would only throw fuel on a 
fire that is already raging.  

Phyllis Holzworth   I don’t know how people will survive without this moratorium  

Eve Deni     

Travis Echazabal   
Seattle is already in the middle of a housing crisis. Not extending these protections would only 
add 650,000 people to the homeless seattle population and create long term damage and 
instability to the city.  

Brandy Russum     

Aidan Blake   

This is an unprecedented time. The US has failed miserably at handling this epidemic. From 
the start, there should have been Rent and Mortgage freezes across the country, combined 
with paying employees to stay home. With these measures, the virus might have been 
defeated in the early months. Without these measures, we have ended up in our current state.  

Christiania Johnson   The pandemic is the worst it’s ever been.  

Rocky Aldridge   

The people of Seattle are suffering. This pain and struggle comes as a direct result of the 
actions you are taking which refuse to acknowledge working class people. We NEED HELP. 
Extending the moratorium is among the least that need to happen to have provide relief to 
your constituents. Please. 

Thomas Hudson   The people must be protected, and that includes from all consequences of COVID, not just 
the sickness itself.  

Robert Lohmann     

Faelynn Carroll     

Cristina David Postal Worker Because people hurting financially needs help.  They need assistance to help them while 
trying to get back up.  Roof over the head is a necessity 

Jenny Boettiger     

Arlene Gulley     

Angelica  Bedrosian      

Sharleen Mehemed   
Their are so many individuals  and families that are struggling to pay rent and buy groceries 
and now the holidays are upon us, that we need to move forward with covid relief in any way 
safe or form. 

Danyella Judson     

Stephen Reed     

Alison Underdahl 
Seattle Education 
Association    

khan hasan     



Richard Baros   Because people are in need and cannot work and that is not their fault. This is the very thing a 
government is for.  

Amanda Avett   If you can’t take care for our un-homed community now, what are you going to do with the 
new people you plan to put on the streets?! Use your brains!  

purnam jantrania     

Lin Willsie   I’m severely immune compromised and working 40+ hours at my job every week. We need to 
shut down so that fewer people die  

Julia Voss     

Sarah Chen     

Kelsey McGrath     

Aileen Lu     

Rachel Newkirk     

Alan Lloyd     

Matthew Hinea SA   

Jacqueline Nguyen     

Stephanie  Hoover   
Housing is a human right and we are in the middle of an unprecedented and deadly 
pandemic! Please protect our neighbors from covid by extending the eviction moratorium 
through 2021. 

Tyler Baxter     

Henley Dolling     

Laura McCabe     

Riyas Hussain   Help the Needy as giveback! 

Gary Yao     

Kacee Dwyer   

The pandemic has hit our country hard especially in Seattle where people have been 
struggling just to get by. It is the duty of our leadership and community to take care of our 
citizens. Companies that are thriving during the pandemic should be paying that money 
forward to support the communities they are benefiting off of. Please take the first step to 
supporting our community by blocking evictions. 

Daniel Young   Because to do otherwise is fucking heartless 

Anna Hopkins   This is imperative or this state is about to see homelessness like never before. It’s only the 
start of this disaster  

Temre Brandt     

Allison Henn   Do you want a larger unhoused population? We either extend the moratorium and forgive rent 
debts or face hundreds, if not thousands more people sleeping on the streets. Your choice.  



Cullen Mott 

Puget Sound 
Tenants Union, 
King County Equity 
Now, Black Lives 
Matter–Seattle 
King County, Pink 
Umberella Medical 
Collective, Morning 
March (Seattle), 
Black Action 
Coalition (Seattle), 
The Engage Team 
(Seattle),  

WE ARE IN A PANDEMIC AND RECESSION, NO ONE WILL BE ABLE TO AFFORD THEIR 
RENT AFTER THE END OF THE MORATORIUM, EXTEND THE PROTECTIONS OR 
WITNESS THE COLLAPSE OF SEATTLE 

Falon Dakota     

Javen Mondragon   

Why we would have to continue to pay for such basic expenses as shelter while we are 
unable to make adequate earnings to pay for is a powerful question. Why do landlords believe 
that they should still get to collect and maintain their economic status while they drain those 
beneath them of any savings or assets just to survive. Should this question be met with 
apathy, dire consequences will occur for those who do nothing with their power. 

Kalena McKinnon     

Jasmine Mueller     

Chris Journey     

Sarah Kavage   We already had a homelessness crisis and recordbreaking inequality, before the pandemic 
even hit. Let's please not make all of this worse, there are enough people suffering already.  

Wei Low     

Shawn  Hosford    
People can’t pay rent if their jobs have been decimated or their working for far less wages due 
to the pandemic. We don’t need or want more people to become house less - please protect 
our community members!  

Naomi Litwack 
Transit Riders 
Union We don't want bad to get worse! 

Anne Thureson     

Patrick Kelly   It’s literally the only humane choice in the matter. 

Paul Parker      

Melani Baker   
The COVID pandemic is impacting the most vulnerable populations in our city, from both 
health and economic standpoints. We need to ensure the basic safety of our residents by 
stopping evictions and heat shut offs this winter. 



Samantha Shafer 
Early childhood 
educator 

To choose to allow evictions from the *comfort of your own home* is barbaric and inhumane. 
The only decent choice is to extend eviction protections, throughout the duration of this 
mismanaged pandemic, and beyond. Housing is a basic human right, being a landlord is not.  

Alexa Llibre     

Britt Miller   

I’m a trans woman renter in Seattle that’s only receiving UI benefits right now because I’m not 
working, thanks to having asthma and my job normally has me constantly in public. I’m not the 
only one that is on the precipice and others are in much worse situations than me! We can’t 
save the economy by sacrificing our citizens like this. We can’t simply tell people to stay home 
and mask up, when they may not have a home in two weeks.  
 
Governor Inslee’s half-measures are woefully inadequate, and while he’s doing much better 
than most governors, he’s ignoring the elephant in the room: people don’t have any fucking 
money, and it’s unsafe to work. The only actual measures that will help folks are rent 
cancelation or direct payments, and since the state doesn’t have the financial firepower to 
provide those direct payments, his only moral option is to cancel both rent and mortgages. He 
refuses to do so because like every other governor, D or R, he has too many rich donors that 
force him to only go half way on public health, or face the wrath of his corporate owners. It’s 
time to provide pressure that he can’t ignore; it’s time to provide pressure that supersedes his 
commitment to his donors and makes him commit to the people of Washington State.  

Kimberly Mueller     

Jean Schwinberg     

Chris Covert-Bowlds   To prevent many more people from being homeless.  

Chris Northcross NEA We won’t survive without helping each other.  

Laurie Reese   

It's hard for me to believe that an explanation is needed here!  We are living through a 
pandemic, many have lost jobs, many have lost loved ones and many are dealing with the 
reality of losing their homes is just asking too much!  It's asking too much of anyone to deal 
with.  Please look outside yourself, your financial situation and actually do the work that is 
needed by your constituents!!!  History will be your judge! 

Linda Ellis Booth  
Private citizen of 
Seattle, WA 

We don’t need to make more house less people in Seattle. We already have an emergency 
situation on Seattle’s hands!  

James Snell     

Gage Glupker     

Chelsea Rustad     

Keith Tucker     

Kim Drake     

Melinda Fox   I’m a renter!  



Fred Campbell   This is a critical time for ensuring people who have lost significant resources during Covid be 
provided financial assistance, allowing them to eventually reestablish their financial security. 

Bruce Ritter     

Elena Siamas     

Talya Gillman     

lillian hall     

Rick Harwood     

leslie matthis   

I have been a property manager who has worked the last 20 years for a woman who owns 
five properties on Capitol Hill.  because she can't make it on her reduced rental income which 
is now $56,000 a month, I was let go on the 1st of December with no severance and no 
notice. in her telephone conversation to me in which she was telling me that she was letting 
me go I explained my rent stabilization and subsequent reduction of rent plan all the while 
pointing out that  this was not going to last forever. she was unmoved by logic or compassion. 
We need to continue the eviction moratorium, as well as, the rent increase moratorium as 
neither private or corporate property owners want anyting to do with tightening their personal 
belts. It's team players (us) versus oligarchs (them.) We need them to be forced to do the 
right thing:  Extend all facets of the eviction moratorium through 2021! 

Eva Power     

Riff Millar   

I went on short term disability leave in March due to a hostile work environment, just before 
the first lockdown was announced. I was then “laid off” at the beginning of July. I have been 
resolutely seeking new employment despite my heightened CPTSD symptoms during a 
pandemic. No, I have not been able to afford rent this entire time, and will not be able to until 
once again employed.  

Jacqueline Masters Restaurant worker My industry doesn’t have many protections and I’m afraid I’ll be evicted before I am 
reasonably able to repay these debts. Seattle doesn’t need any more homeless people. 

Jorge Quiroga   People need a roof over there heads  

Christy Siuda     

Wesley Sales   People should be kicked out of their housing. Plain and simple it’s a human right.  

Seleste Braddock   People will die (are already dying!) without these safeguards in place.  This will go a long way 
to support people during this difficult time. 

Meagan Newman   Human decency.  

Addie Jones     

Oliver  Miska 
Democratic 
Socialists of 
America   

Catherine Smith Annex Theatre   



florin buiciuc   I'm struggling to support basic essentials on top of mental health issues 

Josh Valdez     

Danyella Judson     

Scout Khelian     

Mai Li Pittard   

Eviction is a public health issue, especially during a pandemic. At a time when our case 
counts are higher than ever and still record numbers are uneployed or needing medical leave, 
we cannot allow a massive wave of evictions to upend people who have no jobs in sight or 
are recovering from illness. Not strengthening and extending this would be an inhuman slight 
against everyone. 

Lo Goens     

Craig S Jones WCAN   

Craig S Jones WCAN Renters have always fought for protections and now, more than ever, we need to take action!  

Victoria Rowe   
To expect folks to weather unemployment, underemployment and financial burdens during a 
deadly pandemic is nonsensical as well as inhumane. It is clear what the correct path is, I 
hope ya’ll will embrace your humanity and do the right thing here. 

Mandolin Noir 

Owner of Vale Of 
Dogs, LLC and 
volunteer for 
Working 
Washington 

Due to infection rates increasing and having to close or reduce the operations of businesses 
due to the pandemic, we need the   City’s and State’s assistance to continue providing 
support for renters, homeowners, and business owners.  

Cynthia  Green    
I work with Kinship families where most of them are on fixed income, working part time or 
unemployed because of COVID-19. Many are behind in their rent and are paying what they 
can extending the moratorium will give them some relief. 

Ivyanne Smith      

Katja Janelle     

Eveline  Mueller-Graf  OWLS   

Tyrone Pugh   No civilized society in the middle of a pandemic would lift these protections. 

Jessica Croyle     

Becaley Elsie My Name is   



Christine King   

As a nurse at Harborview I see the devastating affects of homelessness every day.  Living in 
such a well educated and wealthy city I know we can find ways to support our fellow 
community members with respect and dignity.  We must safeguard our community members 
shelter, food, health and safety.  We can be what we need for each other.   
 
Please make the commitment now to extend the evection moratorium.  Please do not prolong 
the stress and worries of our community members.   
 
The time for health is now.  The time for housing is now.  The time for community is now! 
 
Peace  
Christine King  

Kamara Swaby   

We are in a time of extraordinary circumstances. Without protections such as these in place, 
the vulnerable people of Seattle would suffer the most. The attributes that make Seattle a 
wonderful place to live and love is due to these people. We need to do our best to make sure 
they are protected during the pandemic and that there is not a backlash or worst conditions 
even after it is “over.” 

Libby Molamphy     

julie mckay     

Rachel Hamstra     

Vi Wong   

Homelessness in my community and my neighborhood is already surging despite the existing 
moratorium. I can't comprehend the numbers those will explode if this moratorium is allowed 
to expire. Please protect those vulnerable to eviction! The coldest months are coming and 
everyone should have a place to stay. 

Amanda Gemmill-Strauss      

Morgan Burrell     

Kriston McConnell     

David Ghan     

Matthew Hammer   Housing is a human right! 

Ann Broom     

Michael Scaturo Seattle DSA   

michael salzmann     

Shane Kwon   We got money for war but can’t feed/house the poor?? 

Dr. Demian     



John Reinhardt  
Students for a 
Democratic Society 
at UW   

Jon Bauman   
Shelter is a basic human right! We are a wealthy enough society that nobody needs to go 
without it 

Devin Wilkinson   
This is a public health issue. Throwing people out of their homes in pandemic is 
unconscionable. 

Salle Certo     

Ann Patnaude     

Jessa Gardner     

Marianne Yusavage     

Robert Guilfoyle     

Matthieu Chalifour UAW   

Alexander Beymer     

Lauren Wolfe   

Many folks are out of work for reasons that are not their fault. With winter coming and a global 
pandemic still raging kicking people out of their homes is violent and wrong. The moratorium 
is one step, but we need more. We need local government to cancel past due rent debt, 
provide regular monetary relief, and freeze further rent until it's safe to return to work. 

Tesfa Shenkute     

Rachel Meraz   Help in these unusual times. 

Christopher Cartwright   
We already have a ton of people living on the street (which is terrible and inhumane)... But 
what's going to happen when 2 to 3 times more people are homeless? How bad will things get 
if we do nothing at all?  

Usha Iyer     

Ziadee Cambier     

Paige-
Madison  

Pliler  King county  
I am a single mother of three children. I was a waitress prior to this. Now i am making next to 
nothing and am making due to the graciousness of family and friends which cannot go on 
forever . I and many others need this to be extended.  

Kate McCracken     

GREGORY KRAMER     

Stanley Yuan     

Mark Kreft     

Walter McGerry      

Lei Wang     

Bethany Sharp     



Emma Ehrhart     

Rebecca Hough     

Aidan Coyle UAW 4121   

Adriana Coley     

Maria Tong     

Joey Butler     

Kymber Senes     

Sharon  Miller      

John Cena     

Wesley Jones   

We already have a homelessness crisis. No one already impacted by COVID deserves 
eviction. Keeping people housed is the moral thing to do and it saves money in the long run. 
Housing provides dignity and allows people a safe and stable place to get back into 
employment, recover from illness, and quarantine if needed.  

Goksucan Akin     

Tupamara Maestas SEIU 1199NW   

Daniel Stoltenberg   The pandemic has revealed to me how frequently we fail to put people first, prioritizing profit 
instead. It's time to start caring for people, when we need it most: in a crisis. 

Sandra  Herrera   Extending this moratorium is the right thing to do given all that has been lost and continues to 
be at stake during this pandemic.  

Helen Gilbert   Let's get the fire going for rent control and tenants' rights! 

Darwin Cruz     

Lukas Stapel   Can’t stay at home if no home 

Tom Dixon   The government should work for the people.  Death to capitalism. Workers unite.  

Nadia Yeracaris      

Jona Schuman      

Chryssa Bet   It’s the humane thing to do 

Nadia Yeracaris      

Courtney Lee Cap Hill 

Cap Hill is one of the hardest hit neighborhoods by a ghost town pandemic. Most of us don't 
own cars and are afraid to leave our homes at all. There's just too many people densely 
packed into a small place. We're doing our best to stay alive through all this, especially those 
of us with the privilege to be working from home, but so many people and businesses have no 
other option and nowhere to turn. If we don't want the downtown area to end up an empty 
husk at the end of all this, we need to protect the people who can't afford to hole up and ride it 
out, pretending everything is fine. Many of us don't have that option.  



carolyn atkinson   

To abandon this responsibility to keep people housed is to co-sign their victimization by the 
lethal malice of the Trump administration. I don't give a damn if someone rich enough to have 
a second Seattle property fails to consistently rake in unearned thousands a month during a 
global crisis.  

Rebecca Hobson     

Jacob Lee     

Ranny Nguyen     

Jessie Thoreson     

Olivia DiGiorno     

Kelly Merdinger   

People's lives depend on the moratorium being extended. Evictions are violence. Without 
movements to cancel rent, people will lose their homes, and this will result in extreme harm 
and loss of life. We can prevent this. We must provide more support than the conditions 
people are struggling to survive in. Local government must commit to caring for the 
communities they serve. 

Andrea Silfies   We need to stand up to corporate property owners profiting off of people’s hardships 

Addie Smith     

Peter Hedlund Queen Anne So I don't become homeless and have a warm room to sleep in.  

Gail Brown   I need it because  I have 4 daughters  and 2 grandchildren and I need to make sure I have an 
adequate home for them, and I know many other families  would feel the same as I do. 

Evan Pengra Sult     

Hannah Calvert     

Randy Katz     

Shaun Cuffin Rainier Beach It's inhumane to not do this. 

Bethany Bird 
Socialist 
Alternative  Housing is a human right 

Alexa Allamano     

Charlotte Minor     

Breanna Fate     

Mushtaq Syed Self The FEDERAL government is not helping!! 

John Kurdziel     

Clara Johnson Noble     

Alyce Fritch     

Kaitlyn Ault     

McKenzie Wilson     

Toni  Mills      



Joseph St. Aubin   The protections must be extended! 

Michael Patterson     

Sydney Porter University District Please do not force students out onto the streets, we’re trying out best to work for our future 
but it feels like we’re being set up to fail. 

Xochilt Martinez     

Lily Zhou     

KD Geluso     

Mason Temple     

Nick Reinig     

Peter Thomas   We need to prioritize human life and well-being over landlord’s fucking wealth.  

Paul Hlava Ceballos   I am a healthcare worker and this is a public health issue.  

Ramon  Hernandez   Housing first 

Petra Wilson 
The Fantasy 
Network 

You extend the lockdown you need to extend the moratorium. That simple. Otherwise why did 
you have a moratorium in the first place.  If the IRS still hasn't issued a tax refund to my son, 
and he filed in May, how do you expect him to have to pay rent? With IOUs from the IRS? Get 
it together, you knuckleheads. 

Kaleana Arntsen     

Edwin Miller     

Sherri Fraser     

Charles  Kiene 
UW Graduate 
Student / ASE  

Because our leaders have the power to mitigate the suffering of these times and choose not 
to. 

Theon Engstrom     

Rachel Ravitch 
Homeless 
Organizing 
Community Seattle   

Bud Jackson Educator People need help from our government, that's what it's for!  We should not be giving welfare 
to large corportaions! 

Megan Smith     

Alan Waidmann   
The usual 'be a good person/citizen' argument, but also maybe this is an opportunity to drive 
down rent prices without having to pass more laws. (Renters can't pay - evictions) + landlords 
want to make some money = landlords are forced to reduce rent to make what they can. 

Edwin Miller     

brian simpson   If I am evicted, I will die 



Jeremy Newton   
This nonsensical system needs to update sooner or later. We should not remove people from 
housing, but rather find ways to provide for everybody in a way that strengthens our entire 
community and allows us to realize the dreams of freedom and justice. 

Tessa Scoble   

The federal response to the COVID-19 pandemic has been disastrous; families and 
businesses alike are barely hanging on. People are already being forced to put themselves in 
danger by going to work in order to pay their bills. Adding the threat of eviction or foreclosure 
on top of the already crushing stress of living and working through a deadly pandemic is 
unconscionable. We need to extend the moratorium on evictions through the end of 2021, 
wave utilities fees, ban late fees, and cancel rent and mortgage. These are bare minimum 
responses to protect the lives and livelihoods of Seattle residents. 

Karen Cannon     

Dani Aditi     

Aubrey Petty     

Mark Hennon   Why would we put people out on the street in the middle of winter? 

Ryan Hobbs     

Claude Ginsburg     

jenna  lapidus     

Naghma Husain     

Youmna Hasan     

John Huddlestun   
We already have a problem with people finding affordable housing in the city. If we kick 
people out of their current housing, that will only become a bigger problem at a time where it 
is hard to stay warm outside. 

Sheff Sheffield     

Amanda Sappington     

Anthony Buch   
Because allow corporations to skirt their social responsibilities, but we have all kinds of money 
for wars, etc. 

Anna Culotti   I work with foster kids the most vulnerable in our community & the families I work with need 
these protections or many of them will end up homeless next year. 

Brady Winsten     

Brian McGovern Munkii Co-op   

Oliver Barry 
Part time 
worker/part time 
student. 

People are already going through so much emotional labor trying to keep their jobs and if 
Jenny Durkan has the balls to continue letting people lose housing as well and put that 
additional burden and trauma on working class people then she should be ran out of office. 

Andrea Haverkamp     

Joanne Olsen     



Emuna David   My father lost his job due to the pandemic. He is a renter in Seattle. It's been a huge financial 
stress for him. People are in pain, please don't add to the pain.  

Karen Balderas   
Web donde hace jov.. my husvand los his job and me imagino be reduces hrs .. so we 
necesito the help 

Daniel Bascom     

Anders Covert 

Creston Point 
Apartments 
resident (low 
income housing in 
skyway)   

Lisa Emlen     

Jayn Foy     

Allison Bachner   

COVID-19 is the worst it has ever been in our communities. People have lost employment, 
wages, loved ones, schooling, food security, and a sense of connection to community and 
feeling of safety in public spaces. The lack of access to resources during this global pandemic 
is absolutely inhumane, particularly considering the wealth in this county and in this city. The 
pain of this moment is tangible. The impacts of COVID-19 are wildly unequal. The audacity to 
call yourself a public servant and turn a blinds eye on those who are suffering most in our 
communities is unconscionable, morally bankrupt and a violation of human rights. We must 
protect the most vulnerable in our city, period. Eviction protection must be extended. 

Kate Paisley     

Katie Kern   Because no one deserves to be evicted because of the failures of our federal government.  

Matthew Neckes     

Mani Nazari   No one deserves to be affected due to failure of our federal government 

Jake  Lindsay  
Drivers Union,  
Teamsters 117, 
IATSE15 Housing is a human right 

Mionica Hill     

Kim Drake     

Cynthia Clouser   Many people/families, are still struggling with income loss, illness in family, etc.  

Madison Derksema   thousands of people will literally be homeless 

Lindsay Hutchison     

Elizabeth Dawson 
Seattle Teacher’s 
Association    

Daynon Jackson     

Julie Scrivner     



Kevin Prewitt   Kicking anyone out into the streets during a pandemic is immoral let alone a half million 
people 

Ricardo Hidalgo   Equity. The right, not the privilege of housing for all.  

Mark Giese     

Scott Ammon     

Michael Moore     

Benni Claflin     

Lynne Siefert     

Dana Hoffman     

Andrew Moravec     

Ella Scudder-Davis     

DONNA WILSON Concerned citizen  
To evict people during a pandemic is beyond cruel. The corporate landlords can weather the 
fall in revenue for a few months. The fact you, Governor Inslee, is working on the behalf of 
these private equity owners is criminal. 

Olivia Mancl     

Zoe Storck     

robin orona   we have enough homelessness in this city & americans have endured so much hardship 
these past four years.  evictions are not the solution to anything.  housing first! 

S Pruitt     

Kyle Daley Socialists The moratorium should be extended until june 2021 and rent payments forgiven. So many 
people are going to be thrown on the streets. 

Emma Schuster     

Michael Barton     

Clinton Simon     

Juan Peralez N/A 
It would disastrous have working people on the streets during this pandemic or any other 
time. 

lisa reising     

Jamie Lee     

Karen Ganz 
artist/self 
employed/small 
business the lockdown needs to be supported w help for renters 

Jessica Mogk     



Quinn VanOrsby 
Community 
member 

It’s simply inhumane to force people onto the streets. There has not been adequate financial 
relief for the citizens of Seattle to stay afloat during the pandemic. With the refusal to open 
more shelters, you will be directly responsible for your citizens having no guaranteed housing. 
You will be at fault for families sleeping on our sidewalks, parks, benches, alleys. It is winter. 
There is a plague ravaging the world, hitting the U.S. the hardest. Without homes, families will 
have nowhere to quarantine when they get sick, thus spreading the virus even farther. Please 
make the right decision. Keep people in their homes.  

Cassandra Cooper     

Alia Collins-Friedrichs --None--   

Sarah Leever     

Scott Ammon     

Erin Lynn     

Susan  Haldeman     

Kelley Beld     

Leah Vu   There is already so much misery and homelessness in Seattle. We can’t look away. Prevent 
more homelessness and misery. 

Rowan Postyeni   Not extending these protections put our communities at risk. 

Jennifer Gosar   

As a public health employee working to support people impacted by COVID-19, it is 
imperative that people have extended housing stability and support. At the same time this 
would be a measure to help prevent far worse impacts of the virus on vulnerable people, kids, 
and families in our community. 

Dakota Houseknecht     

Tyler Thomas West Seattle 

The federal government of the United States has failed to protect its citizens from the 
personal medical and financial repercussions of a virulent pandemic. Now is the time for 
communities to come together to protect their family, friends, and neighbors because we’ve 
seen over the course of 2020 that we can’t depend on larger government to aid us during this 
nine-month-and-counting long tragedy. Letting anyone become homeless during this time is 
egregious and inhumane. Seattle contains too much wealth to not aid those who are most 
vulnerable to being homeless and going hungry. Now is the time for empathy, compassion, 
virtuosity, heroism, selflessness, generosity, graciousness, human decency, and if nothing 
else, simply being kind. Ejecting someone from their home will never be any of those things. 
Especially during a viral pandemic, and especially when so many jobs have been lost.  



Joe Jarvis YangGang  

Most of the people that I know in my immediate circle rent. I rent. We will be lucky if we get a 
stimulus before or after Biden is sworn in, and it’s about to be a very cold winter.  
 
 
#WhereIsTheMoney 
#BailOutThePeople  
#HumanityFirst  

Ryann Brady     

Daniela Oliva     

Jesse Herlitz   Because money is made up and people are not. 

Alexandra Gallegos     

Jackson Pietsch `   

Amisha Quincy     

Brianna Garcia     

Echo Hall     

Dana Helmore Bartender 

We all know this is going to go on for much longer than 1/4/21. I am terrified everyday that I 
won’t have somewhere to live soon. I most likely can stay afloat for about 6 months with help 
of (completely depleting) my savings and either the ESD or partial employment. Even if we go 
back to normal before the end of next year, I’ll be paying it off for a while. And I think that 
makes me one of the more lucky ones. Please ease our minds just a little.  

Arianne Lozano     

Damion Winship     

Jacob Williams      

Levi Koenig     

Heidi Speck     

Paige Spicer     

Heather Steiner     

Gustavo F.     

Isabelle Halaka     

Jenny Feng     

Teresa Martinez     

Logan Franken     



Matt Patrick   
The government can't say, "You can't work, we won't protect you from eviction, and we won't 
give any stimulus money or financial relief to workers (while bailing out big corporations)," and 
expect it to work out well for anyone 

Melvin Cheitlin     

Saralee Coleman   Humanity 

Shekiya  Washington    Prevent homelessness  

Jeanny  Jackson  None I need this to help me  

Jeanny  Jackson  None I need this to help me  

Nicel Mohamed-Hinds UAW 4121   

Jeanny  Jackson  None I need this to help me  

Charles Andress IATSE local 15 My entire career and field of work has no jobs until the pandemic is over 

Emory Krueger 
Capitol Hill 
disabled queer 
community.  We are all at risk of becoming homeless right now 

Matthew Boguske     

Jon Cosby     

Eric Regina     

Jax Dalke     

Trip Terrano   There’s NOWHERE left to go! 

Elliot Bailey   

Let’s disabuse landlords of the delusion that in a pandemic they will be exempt from the 
financial slowdown that their tenets are subject to. The people that pay landlords have 
uniformly suffered a slowdown in income. Landlords necessarily must too. This time, landlords 
will not bully and boss people out of their homes. Do the right thing. Protect renters.  

Stephanie Brune     

Collin Ellis-Fartale     

Malena Harrang   

It's clear that the federal government will not step in with enough financial action. We must 
protect the most vulnerable from worrying about a basic need of shelter while they search for 
work and protect not only their health but the health of our entire community. 
 
We CANNOT let the housing crisis worsen by allowing evictions as the affects of COVID 
inevitably continue into 2021.  

Laura Beeman     

Lina Oppenheimer     



Cheyenne Atkins-isadore Yakama Nation 
We are restricted to certain jobs and times. Public transportation affects the way I bring 
income. If they're restricted times on our transportation, and are denied other jobs due to 
incapable of the state providing us the neccessary essentials, or capability to work.  

Bridget Swirski     

Jenna Udren   It is unethical and utterly inhumane to make people face homelessness in the middle of a 
global health crisis and recession. 

Sara Schillinger     

Andrew Ainsworth   I’m currently about to run out of savings to cover my unemployment. We all need more time to 
handle the ongoing financial effects of the pandemic. 

Nicole  Bailey  
Compass 
Washington  

Evicting people is cruel at any time of year. Rather than change the eviction moratorium, 
Seattle should be pressuring Congress to pass stimulus and extend benefits. 

Daphne Jiles   

this helps when the new president starts that this will help people at least try and catch up 
with their back rent as well as at least ease renters from worring about being homeless. i feel 
that the fees should be taken off permantly because tht is just an extra expense that is more 
stressful than helping the renter if they are having a hard time this just adds to the problem in 
stead of make them not worry about being homeless. 

Rachel Spence     

Dagmawit Kemal     

Claire Fontaine DSA   

Stephany Perez   Because otherwise alot of familys will be put out in the streets not just One but alot of familys  

Carl Lawrence     

Patty Zeitlin   
To prevent homelessness for masses of people and greater risk of Covid for them and for our 
communities. 

Rachel Spence     

Ezra  Blaser     

Dan Roach     

Kathy Heffernan     

Caitlin Miller     

Carlos d'Avis     

Maia Mares     

Keri Barker     

Stephen Grose     

Jesse  Buckley    This is important, because without it I would be homeless and would add to the spread of 
covid if I didn't have a secure place to live.  

Cecilia Walsh   Housing is a human right!  



Lisa Lechner     

Barbara Zegar   Along with the inability for many people to pay their rent, while virus rates rise, it is unsafe to 
be forced to move until we have protection from the virus. 

Sophie Reingold     

Rocket Clark     

Kaya Wlazlak     

Samuel Sharp     

Craig Jones WCAN   

Lori Stefano     

Kat Woods   This is absolutely the WORST time for people to be stressing about whether or not they're 
about to be homeless.  

Hayley Elston     

Lara Backman     

david kipnis   really there is no alternative, where are the people to go- homeless or crowd in with family 
and friends and years of trying to get housing back under their feet? 

Heather Bartels     

Nyree Krikorian Union 725 

Our poor brothers and sisters are suffering right now.  The rich are not.  In fact, the rich are 
getting richer (at the expense of the poor).  Poor people haven't done anything wrong to be 
punished like this.  What would be it be like for so many people to become homeless at the 
same time?  Put yourself in the shoes of the poor for a minute.  What would you want our 
government to do for you at a time like this?  You have the power to make a difference! 

Hannah Lindell-Smith     

Vincent Iannucci   You have the power and the obligation to care for the people of Seattle!  

Mayra Castanos      

Noel Kat   It is extremely difficult to find a job and it's severely impacted me financially. 

amanda mead   people are struggling without assistance of relief.  

Jenny Feng     

Karissa Lightsmith     

Rebecca Pope     

Roger Crowley 
University of 
Washington   

Matthew Hughes     

Katherine Scully     



Liliana Koebke    

Not everyone impacted by the pandemic is able to either collect unemployment or support 
their family long-term on unemployment. We can’t allow this pandemic to push an even 
greater percentage of our residents into the streets, putting them at risk, putting more children 
at risk, and increasing their likelihood of contracting this virus.  

Akin Olugbade   
This is the worst recession since the depression and followed the longest sustained increase 
in rent seattle has ever seen. Relief has been scant and the worst of shutdowns may be yet to 
come. If we needed it then we need it even more now.  

Maxx Brown     

Sage Doble     

Katie Conkling     

Elena Pandres UAW 4121   

Jessie Fossmo     

valentina warner 

1199 NW 
bargaining team 
Neighborcare 
(informational 
purposes) We will never be able to manage the pandemic if people don't have safe housing.  

Kendra Dalley     

Asiah Reynolds     

Kym Littlefield   Public health.  We are staying home and washing hands and changing lifestyles for each 
other. May we do so with the confidence of our due dignity.  

Claire  Brown      

Rikki Montero     

Evan Kaufman     

Ryan Paul     

Eric Johnson     

Paige Witmer     

Harry Gifford     

Patrick Greeley     

Heather  Brown     

Helen Muhu 
Extend the 
proctction through  
end of 2021   

Christine Tran     



Parker Chandler Pichardo    
I myself am affected financially, as well as most people that I know in Seattle. My lease is up 
in January and I don't know where to go after that. An extension could solve a lot of problems 
for man people 

Linda Vong 
Geeking Out Kids 
of Color   

Hannah Eberts     

Rebecca  Michael      

Meena Montero-Singh     

Mark LaFalce     

Isabel Greeley   
Not including the pandemic, unemployment rates in the city of Seattle are high. That number 
does not need to increase and put more families and individuals in extremely dangerous 
situations.  

Laura Sand     

Mona Lee 
Othello Station 
Community Action 
Team   

Phoebe Yeo     

Macy De Champlain Community 

Because there is no financial help forthcoming from the government over a disease that 
prevents us the ability to earn for ourselves. It’s immoral to force people out onto the streets 
when the government, out of a correct public health concern, is the same body preventing so 
many of us from the ability to work or get income for our organizations and businesses.  

Andrew Mazur Salutation*   

Jacob McCarthy Amazon   

Kyle Johnson     

Akali Barnes     

Aiyana Inatsu     

Ian Kose     

jacob  morales     

resident in seattle   
where will people go>  property owners will raise rents. if an eviction occurs and  rent cannot 
be paid how will they be able to move.  not able to save money because no income because 
of health pandemic.   

Tanner Wyant      

Shyam Thimmaiah     

Talia Alongi     

Tori  Banks     



Alessandra  Richards      

Dorothy Kim     

Alexandra Yaschenko   
My hours have been cut by over 50% and I cannot afford rent/utilities/groceries/etc... I've 
been a resident of this Seattle neighborhood for 10 years and am facing the very real 
possibility of homelessness next month...  

Taylor  Boguch      

Jeffrey Todd DESC It is unfair and unjust for people to lose their homes and life's work because of a pandemic.  

Jamie Hindeds     

Erika Carson   Because Seattle needs to keep people in there fcking homes.  

Mike Cook Crisis Connections That is patently obvious 

Skye Pestana     

Sabrina Richardson     

Kelsey Szuba     

Sarah Miller     

Sam  Murray     

Yoh Handa     

Michael Diaz   Why do I even have to explain. Because it's people trying to fucking survive and live the so-
called American dream. 

Timothy Abbott     

Christine  Ma Beacon Hill Please protect the renters who will be evicted once the no eviction period runs out. And they’ll 
be owing too much with lack of income.  

Tiffany La     

Richard Kamicar     

Anita Vannouvong     

Joe Ly     

Astral  Traveler      

Micia Vergara   Housing is a human right! 

Maria Franco     

Thang Nguyen     

Shayn Brock     

Isha Korde     

Sarah Fentin DESC   

Lauren Alexander Lauren Alexander   

Daisy Shangrow   People are losing their lives and their jobs right now. This is the only humane response. 



Kenny Hua     

Leonardo Vongphackdy   We’d be losing the little gems of Seattle. From food to entertainment 

Kimberly Sims     

Ellen Anderson SA   

k fenton     

Stephen DeSanto     

Jeremy Hoog DESC It is the right thing to do - thank you. 

Dottie Lo Bue     

Meredith Cere     

Thomas Moriarty   

Through no fault of their own, thousands & thousands of Seattleites are on the verge of being 
kicked to the curb, literally.  
 
Adding tens of thousands to the homeless roles will NOT help Seattle & King County recover 
from the economic devastation this pandemic has wrought, once the virus has been brought 
under control. 
 
Beyond the question of what  is morally right to do, it just makes practical & economic sense 
to "do the right thing!" 

Trinity Touray   

Because this is not the fault of the people that so many can not pay rent when there are no 
jobs and when you do have a job the job site gets covid and shuts down. My son just got 
kicked out because he was months behind and the landlord harrassed him for months and 
stressed him out and caused his anxiety to become so bad his bleeding ulcer came back. 
Every day his landlord called him names. Yelled and screamed at him. Were is the protection 
for the tenants when the landlords do this to the tenants. We need this protection now  

Alisa Tran   This pandemic has caused people to lose jobs, a roof over their heads, and resources like 
food. How would you feel if this happened to you and you couldn't count on anyone?  

C. S.     

Christopher DeVore     

Mariah Weavil-Abueg     

Claire Schwochow     

Peter Finch DESC   

Tseion Amare     

Madeline Nelson   

Why would you put people on the street in the middle of the pandemic? Why are we believing 
the government we’re paying doesn’t have the money to keep us housed and alive while 
they’re funneling trillions of dollars into our military and corporate bailouts? Y’all want 
guillotines?   



Talisa Lavarry   I’m terrified. I’m a single black woman. I would die out there.  

Lynn NGUYEN     

Elsbeth Perry     

Larkin Omenn     

Storm Sternberg     

Taylor Carlson     

Emma Turner     

Tanner Schmidt Facebook Housing is a human right! 

Sophia  Lopez     

Grace Gallaudet UW   

Denver Bingham     

Nauchara Keo     

Camille Adkins-Rieck     

Tyna Ontko     

Rowen Kade     

Jimmy Hirschbeck     

Patrick Snell     

Girard Almeida   Single parent with 2 kids  pays rent and utilities .. THE STRUGGLE IS REAL!!!                 

Heather Climer   

It cannot be expected of the citizens of this country to pay for a system they have no means to 
actively participate in currently. The working class has suffered the most financially, and it 
would be a criminal act against humanity to allow the people who are the lifeblood of this 
country to become homeless because of forced unemployment put in place for public safety 
due to the pandemic. People have become unemployed for public safety, allowing them to 
maintain shelter throughout this crisis without expecting them to pay (when they've lost the 
means to do so) for doing what they were told to do (i.e. stay home, stay safe) throughout this 
time shows that the health and welfare of the people of this country truly is the focal point of 
the government charged with upholding the protection of the people.  

Darius Klein   To protect renters from homelessness during the pandemic. 

Victor Nguyen     

Julie Do     

Mary Pat DiLeva     

Perri Greeley   We need to take care of our community 

annie unruh   We must continue to protect renters. Without an extension of the eviction moratorium, people 
will be kicked out into the streets, exacerbating the homelessness/affordable housing crisis. 

Domingo Hermosillo     



Arthur  Derksen      

Amelia Brower     

Kayla Lujan     

Phyllis King Year 
I could lose my home, at age 86 :  "employed" but, no work for sub. teachers ,and therefore, 
no income .  I can't imagine lying on the cold sidewalk to sleep, and having angry strangers 
chase me off....and eating out of peoples' garbage cans ! 

William Henley   Pandemic emergency is far from over, both in health and financial trends. 

Katie Reagan     

Erika McKendree     Because you guys love to complain about the unhoused well would you like some more 
unhoused friends? Christ!!!! 

Cornelia Shearer Ms In the midst of economic  and food insecurity, please don't add homelessness! 

Laura Nguyen     

Laura Nguyen     

Shawna Woody   Help prevent more homelessness  

Jimmy Dang     

Leah Eister-Hargrave   
People are struggling and fair housing is already a huge issue in Seattle.  We must do our 
best as a society to protect people during these difficult times.  This includes protections for 
renters. 

Robert Andolina     

Fran Wood   
Because no one deserves to be evicted in the middle of winter, in the darkest depths of a 
global pandemic. ESPECIALLY when there has been no comprehensive support from any 
level of government  

Jenessa Hughey     

Uyen Phan     

Halimah Griffin     

Taylor Thornton     

Melanie Mendez     

Jazzy  Phillips     

Oliver Au Yong   It’s unjust to evict people during a pandemic. It will not only jeopardize their livelihoods, but 
also their health and potentially even their life. 

Kristy Gale   I live in a Cornell building and there are SO many empty units with ppl continuing to leave. We 
can’t afford rent. Evictions mean death! 

CLARA CANTOR None   

Jessica Daiger   Please help those who are in the most need. This time of year is cold, dark and wet and we 
can’t send families out into it. 



Marci Andrews DESC With continued restrictions due to COVID people cn't work, they have no income to pay bills: 
rent, utilities, the moratorium needs to stay to keep people housed. 

Dannika Renee     

Cyril Hylton n/a   

Christa Petty     

Christie Garrison 

Soooo many 
people who already 
had difficulty 
paying Seattle rent 
but who “serve at 
the pleasure” of the 
people 

Sooo many people who already had  difficulty paying Seattle rents before the pandemic 
“serve at the pleasure” of the wealthy landlords and corporations of Seattle. Pretty obvious 
that they can’t afford rent now. They also can’t afford to move on to an affordable area. It 
seems like creating more homeless is    going to cost the city quite a lot. Why not help people 
now? If only the hard working, earned every penny of their wealth, deserving, somewhat 
lucky, would reach out on their own without being forced, we wouldn’t need to have a 
moratorium.  

Grace Little     

Alyssa Johnson      

Megan Walsh     

Shannon Stebbins     

Cloie Chapman 

I’m an attorney and 
live in the 
International 
District.  

Why shouldn’t they?? Our circumstances have gotten worse. We need to support people, not 
harm them. This is the least the government could be doing.  

Calvin Priest     

shaun  kardinal     

Yasi Firoozi     

Tianna Clement     

mary bartels   struggling families should NOT face homeless during a pandemic!  

James Martinez     

Megan Griffith     

Erin Treacy     

Dan Westforth   Have some empathy for people suffering instead of thinking about money. 

Ikemba Anyanwu     

Alyssa Poe     

Alex Dopp Greenwood 
We’re all struggling right now, and with so many people out of jobs, a lack of bans of evictions 
means more people will be out in the streets. It’s a step in preventing the homeless population 
from growing, so we can also work to help those are without homes, not adding to it 

Mary Zhou     



Erik Goosmann   This is a simple way to support those that are being impacted by the virus. It is a no brainier  

Rachel Setzer   We live in a society. 

Rachael Nelson     

Chelsea Johnson   

These are hard times and rent is already egregiously high in Seattle. Businesses and renters 
that are having a hard time should NOT be punished for not being able to make rent due to 
the outstanding circumstances that are challenging everyone. More money makes this time 
much easier. It means coasting on smaller salaries or lower income for a time. It means being 
able to afford certain luxuries to make this time easier. It means being able to make rent, even 
if work isn't thriving at this time. Housing is not a luxury, it is a basic need. Everyone should 
be able to have that right now. Homelessness is a problem as is--let's not displace those who 
have been surprised by this time and are finding themselves stressed by rent.  

Amy Tooley     

Christopher Clark   

It is unconscionable to put people on the street in the middle of a pandemic. The government 
at all levels has left us to fend for ourselves to get by and utterly failed in their responsibility, 
the least you could do is offer protection from eviction so people can get back on their feet 
and stay safe and healthy right now.  

Anna Hawley   
Seattle needs to protect it's citizens, putting people on the street in the middle of a pandemic 
when the government has done nothing to assist them just isn't right. At least protect what 
little we have as we try to navigate these unprecedented times while our government fails us.  

Madeleine  Sosin     

Corina Yballa     

Molly English     

Stephanie Ruan     

Natalie Toida DESC People are at risk of becoming homeless. They are having to choose between paying bills or 
going hungry. No federal assistance has been forthcoming. There are very few jobs available. 

Halley Weitzman     

Karen Winter Dragon House 
We have enough people on the streets already. Let's keep those currently in housing as 
stable as possible. 

Jessica Manzey   
Evictions lead to deaths. We shouldn't allow the pandemic to kill any more people than it 
already is.  

Merlin  Morales     

Radical  Women Radical Women The working class and true small business owners have paid enough in this pandemic! This 
action is desperately needed! 

Kay Nugent   paying double rent to pay back my back rent when i havent worked since march obviously 
isn't going to work, we gotta cancel the rent owed or we're allllll gonna be homeless 

Alyssa Manning     



jaci  leavitt   

We are mid-pandemic! We need everyone to stay safe, in safe homes. Housing is also a 
human right. Human Beings have different capacities, coming from different experiences and 
demographics. By illimination of basic human rights, and further de-humanizing, our society is 
being stunted, and steered far away from safety and the capability to be productive. 
Productive in the way that serves each other, by individuals health and healing;  and from 
there, bringing value to our city. Please show your responsibility and understanding to what 
we are asking. Please do not put more lives at risk, to homelessness.  

Jasmyne Keimig     

Margo Clark   
The obvious does not need to be explained.  The needs of those in jeopardy must become a 
priority. 

Anna Curiel DESC   

Marc Castillo Your older brother It’s a no brainer, people need help right now, these are unprecedented times.   

Joe Lambright 
Seattle Public 
Schools   

Sebastian Garcia     

Kelly Bosworth     

Brint Kriebel     

Denise Lytle     

Scott Jones     

Michaela Barrett     

Chelsea Anderson     

Sam Gordon     

DANIEL WOOD WSECU   

Jessica Riddle     

Cara Dennis     

Ian Backman     

Kellie MacPhee     

Barbara Phinney 

350 Seattle, 
Seattle Democratic 
Socialists of 
America   

Abby Brockman     

Jessica Long     

Sarah Wildsmith     

karla ramiro     

Douglas Corpron     



Reese Hulmes   No one deserves to be thrown out in the cold when their government abandoned them. If you 
do this, blood will be on YOUR hands. 

Dustin Curtis Wfse 304   

Elizabeth  Payne      

Amber Christiansen   Stop kicking people out on the streets. The crisis of housing insecurity is a violation of human 
rights and a public health crisis, especially during the COVID pandemic. 

Taylor Quach     

Julie Do     

mary macdonald     

Melissa Nugent     

Jonathan Ehrich     

Jason  Latson   
These are unpresidented times where people are in turmoil & need sufficient time of grace 
periods to sort out their matters without the burdens of being kicked out the places where they 
lay their heads. 

Lilith Wasmundt     

John Schleicher     

Vivian Huang     

Rebecca  Michael      

Megan Royce   People over profit. 

Danniella Kaiser Local 174 It will catapult more loss and be devastating to the families and people of Wa 

Isaac Palmer Waste Managment  We can’t have homelessness increase  

Amanda Spohn   How can we expect people to pay rent in their utility bills when they cannot go back to work 
yet? Extend the moratorium. 

Valerie Miller Markham     

Dahlia Wisner     

Areasha  Bell-Williams  BLM  Obviously well sue the state if it's not extended.  We didn't decide that we would stay home 
for a year,  almost!  

Pavel Kirkovsky   

Do you really want to be remembered as the mayor who failed to protect countless individuals 
and families from eviction in the middle of winter amidst a pandemic and economic meltdown? 
Are you prepared for the lifelong consequences of negligent inaction, both in your political and 
personal life as well as the destroyed lives of the people you allowed to be cast into the 
street? 
You'll be reminded of their suffering every single day. 
 
Do the right thing, please. 



Jenna Frens   Making more people homeless won't help solve any of our problems. 

Kara McDonald    Please help our neighbors who are on the brink of homelessness.  

William  Packard     

Emily Wing     

Sara Cannon     

Niki DuCharme      

Ben Demar     

Samantha Baker   How can we treat our residents like this when we live in one of the wealthiest cities in the 
world? The wealth hoarding has to stop! 

Jennie Martin     

Alexandra Sova     

Roxanne  Ray     

Mike DeFuria     

Kim Voynar   This is imperative to prevent even more 
homelessness. 

Lauren Tozzi 
Poor People's 
Camaign Housing is a Human Right! 

Nic Godoy     

Samantha Soler     

Mikaela Gray Greenwood Trying to help hundreds of families get off of the street/out of the shelter will be more difficult 
than extending the moratorium.   

Michael  kaufman   

This global pandemic is disproportionately affecting working class humans while the Tech 
industry and its employees (the reason Seattle housing prices and rent have skyrocketed over 
the past decade) have continued to work and get paid without redistributing their income into 
the economy (aka. the majority of working households in Seattle) that relies on them for 
survival (i.e., cooks, service industry, retail, theater/ entertainment,  Lyft/ Uber drivers, child 
care providers, etc.) because Seattle does not have an income tax and relies on a regressive 
tax system 

Reid Smith     

Brianna Walsh     

McDougall 98101   Our government was elected to support the needs of people!!! 

Jonathan Witt 
University of 
Washington   

Brian Kinnee UAW 4121   



Dan DiLeva 
Socialist 
Alternative 

Housing should be a human right, not left to the "market" (really, the schemes of the already 
rich to get richer). 

charles ganellen     

Sara Valade Select...   

April Guerre     

Kelly Dean Verity   Housing is a human right 

Jeff Cornell   

If businesses are forced into closure for the public health and safety then it logically follows 
that people and businesses who are financially hobbled by these closures need to be 
protected from loss of income, livelihood and home. Let the banks and the landlords step up 
and do their part, along with everyone else. 

Carlene Meyers   

When people have lost jobs through no fault of their own, during a world-wide, devastating 
pandemic, being kicked out of their homes is inhumane and unthinkable. Small businesses 
who have been forced to close their doors, and have lost their income, will lose their place of 
business if nothing is done to help them through this horrific time.  

Iris Hinkle-MacKay 
The Queer 
Community We need to keep people in their homes, or the public health crisis will increase by 100 fold. 

Sujatha Ramni     

Amy Vong     

Indu Nair CSIA   

Sam Vaughan     

Sheana Conaway     

Carrie Matthews     

Jana Heili     

Brett Dennison   People need to be in their homes 

Elena Rumiantseva     

Aneelah Afzali     

Jake Miller   
I rent a house that is supposed to be filled with roomates. After the bridge closure and work 
closures there are only 2/6 roomates living here. I need help to survive living in my house 
without being tossed onto the streets  

Kaitlin K     

Christie Dominguez     

Jazmine  Saito     

Brenna Dixon   This pandemic has increased costs, whether it’s taking away someone’s income or medical 
expenses. People cannot afford (financially and mentally) to worry about rent right now. 

Reuben Santos     



Ted Howard     

Mark Sorel   
People need housing. Landlords can survive without receiving rent payments or can apply for 
aid. 

Colin Kovarik     

Jake Miller   
I rent a house that is supposed to be filled with roomates. After the bridge closure and work 
closures there are only 2/6 roomates living here. I need help to survive living in my house 
without being tossed onto the streets  

Ellen Tracht     

Bobanica Haulcy   I'm a mother and grandmother caring for children. I lost my job completely due to cov19, and 
since can't find employment again because of school closure  

Cinthya  Rivas     

Marcel Hatch None I lived in Seattle for several years. It was a struggle to keep up with rent hikes. Now it is more 
difficult than ever. People need help. This proposal is a good measure. 

Ruth Schaefer   Seattle already has a homelessness problem from hell.  We need to renew the eviction ban to 
make sure this problem doesn’t get even worse. 

Andrew Wurtz Cafe Avole I know too many people who can't pay rent as we have been hung out to dry by our federal 
government during this crisis.  

STUART NIVEN PanorArbor LLC   

Lydia LaCroix     

Brent McFarlane   Are we a civilized society? I hope so. Everybody has a right to live.  

jaycee jackson      

Max Wigley     

arianna Laureano   I told the Senate why they know it's life or death ..if you don't extend them moratorium then 
they are willingly deciding to be the murderers of 650,000  washingtonians 

Josh Brooks   
Do this and for once in your career, Jenny, the PEOPLE might respect you. It doesn't take 
much thought to see that this is literally a matter of life and death. Do you want blood on your 
hands, Jenny? More than there already is? 

Curtis Cawley     

tori Winkler     

Ruth Schaefer   Seattle already has a homelessness problem from hell.  We need to renew the eviction ban to 
make sure this problem doesn’t get even worse. 



Jeremy Johnson   

I am currently paying rent with a credit card. I am in debt worse than I have ever been in my 
life. by the time I pay rent and get food pay bills etc... I over spend with my card and 99% of 
my paycheck goes back onto my credit card. it is imposable to save any money. I am 
struggling. I am working but it is not enough to stay afloat. I moved away from Flint Michigan 
in a very poverty stricken area to better myself and was doing ok until this year. I am having 
nightmares of my childhood growing up poor. Not knowing if we would have water or 
electricity shut off and so on... I use to have to shower with my step siblings to save money on 
our bill. The scary part is I know people are worse off than me, and that is what makes it 
harder to write this. other people need more help than me. I am honestly scared to know what 
happens when I max out my credit card and cannot pay rent with it anymore. Sorry for the sob 
story but I think they need to extend the eviction moratorium through 2021. to help everyone 
that is struggling.  

Natalie  Krick     

Jenny Riffle     

Manny Moreira     

Elayne Britain   Throwing people out of their home in the middle of a pandemic is evil. Don't be evil. 

Nicholas Ripley   
Durkan - Seattle renters need protection right now. Corporate profits are not important, but 
individuals are. I know you probably won't be able to relate, look at where you live, but try, for 
once, to think about others. 

Nick Carroll     

Ivy Rose Nightscales Recover the World 
It is well past the time to stop evictions and prevent further homelessness for the people of 
Seattle. 

Paul Parker      

Candace Krick   

To prevent additional hardships, such homelessness, for those people in desperate need due 
to unemployment or loss in wages brought on by the pandemic crisis. We know from our city’s 
homeless people how too easy it is for someone to find themselves without a home. 
Prevention, as you know, is the key. By helping renters and small businesses, hardships for 
many people will be lessened as we all struggle these next few months hoping for things to 
improve. I know this is an area near and dear to your heart. Have it be a part of you legacy, 
dear Mayor Durkan. 

Linda Jansen     

Kristen Ruff Capitol Hill It's the least you can do. 

Iris Zacarias   

I’m currently unemployed and the moratorium projections are the only thing that has kept me 
housed during this pandemic. It’s awful that in the middle of it, people are going to be thrown 
out of their homes with no where to go. This disproportionally affects members of the BIPOC 
community and low-income families. The protections need to be extended to ensure the 
safety, health, and wellbeing of thousands of people. No one should be forced out of their 
homes during a global pandemic. 



Anastassia Bowers     

Sam Urmy     

Cyllene Terra     

Spiridon Rouvas N/A   

Haelen Melacu     

Paul Rosenthal     

Matthew Romans   
My partner and I both lost our jobs at the beginning of the pandemic and unemployment is 
about to run out. 

Leo Atregenio   Because my gf's paycheck is 1/3 of what it used to be and we're struggling to pay rent 

Kristin Larson --None--   

Aaron Milton     

Josh Poehlein n/a 

I realize that this is a tough call. There are many landlords and commercial real estate 
businesses who rely on rent from these tenants. But if we allow evictions to begin again we 
will once again be valuing the rights of the privileged few over those of the struggling many. I 
would suggest robust help for these landlords and business owners in exchange for leniency 
or a continued moratorium on evictions in the city. I am confident the economy will begin to 
bounce back in a few short months when the vaccine is widely available. 

Cody Trotter   Housing SHOULD BE a human right. As it stands, this country is facing the worst economic 
collapse the world has ever seen. I doubt America will exist in 5 years. 

Tracy  Robertson      

Zoe Mallios     

Sabrina Argyle    

As a high risk person with a family of other high risk people in it our lease expires Feb 1st. We 
can’t find places to rent under 4K for our family size, we can barely find any rentals since 
everyone is staying at home as they should. Today we found out I cannot even safely get the 
vaccine due to allergies I have and will require medical attention after receiving it. Being 
displaced during the pandemic is cruel, we have paid our rent on time through this all, yet we 
will be forced out because our lease expires and the landlords decided not to extend. Help 
families like mine, we need it too!  

Kevin Sprieser     

Daniel Johnson     

Erika Straus-Bowers     

Rachel Kunert-Graf     

Zac Lawrence SEIU 1199NW I’d be homeless without it this year. No more personal safety nets to turn to 

Alexander Tufel     

Tracy Nguyen     

Kayla Lujan     



 


